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ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
DEDICATION
IN MEMORY OF
rVAN RUTHERFORD
1927 to 2005

Ivan Rutherford and his family have resided in

proud member of the American Legion Post
talent

1

Epsom

since 1969.

12 giving

many

As seen

in the picture

years of volunteer service.

he provided to Webster Park will never be forgotten. The product of his labors

visit the park.

From

the

swimming hole

to the beautiful

wooded

areas that are

debris and brush for all to enjoy. Ivan never expected anything in return.
park, in Ivan's honor for many,

appreciation that this

many, years of service. Ivan
year's town report is dedicated to him.

now

is

below, he was a

The time and

obvious to

all

who

clean and cleared of

A plaque has been placed, at the

will be greatly

missed and

it

is

with great

Citizens of the
The

Citizen of the

Stewart Yeaton.

showed up

Year awarded was presented

Last August, a

to help save the cattle

fire

at

Year

Epsom Old Home Day on August 13* to William and
bam at the Batchelder Farm. Many volunteers

broke out in the

and the farm.

Two of those volunteers were Bill and Stewart

When the fire was finally out, the bam was a total loss and the fanner had approximately 80 cattle with
no place to go. Bill and Stewart stepped forward and offered to take them in. When you're a farmer and
you already are working seven long days every week, the last thing you need is to take in another herd to
house and help care for. When asked by a news reporter, "How are you going to take on more than you
aheady have?" Stewart and Bill's response was "You just do what you have to do." For the next few
weeks, they worked with the Batchelders doctoring their cows back to health and getting the acclimated
to their

new

enviroimient.

There are only a few working farms
year. Folks like Stewart

left in Epsom, and with the help of the Yeaton's, one was saved
and Bill Yeaton make the town of Epsom a better place to live.

this

Lifetime Achievement

Award

Charles B. Yeaton was awarded Epsom's Lifetime Achievement award
August 13*.

at

Epsom Old Home Day on

bom and raised in Epsom

and has lived here all his life. He has always been involved in
and organizations including serving on the Epsom School Board for 12 years; he was
selected as the State School Board member of the year; he served as Epsom Representative to the NH
legislature for 15 years; he has been a member of the New Rye Church and it's choir; he is a member of
the Odd Fellows and the Epsom Arts & Science Foundation; he is a founding member and past president
of the Epsom Historical Association; he has worked to restore Yeton Tavern and has devoted much time
to put together an extensive collection of historic Epsom memorabilia; and he has worked to preserve
Charlie was

town

activities

the rural character and historical buildings in town.

Charlie has had a lifelong devotion and

commitment to

his

commimity and

deserving of this Lifetime Achievement Award. Congratulations and thank

its

townspeople and

you

Charlie!

is

very

SELECTMEN'S REPORT
2005 IN

REVIEW

TO THE CITIZENS OF EPSOM:
Epsom

has seen changes in 2005. The town office has been reconfigured with the

town/selectmen's office occupying one portion, the town clerk/tax collector having her

own office, and a much needed file storage room. We have also increased our seating
capacity in the new meeting room. This area is seeing increased usage by the various
boards within the town.

The selectmen would

like to take this opportunity to

excellent job that they

thank our office staff for the

do each and every day. They answer each inquiry with enthusiasm.

The town clerk and her deputy have faced a multitude of problems with the software
hookup to Motor Vehicle with a smile and an incredible amount of patience. We need to
give each of these girls a special "thanks" for a job well done.

Our department heads continue to provide their superior level of service, which we have
come to expect. Even with diminished levels of employees, they have stepped up to the
plate and kept their departments running, at times often filling the empty slots with their
own services. We appreciate all the services that you and your department members
provide for our town.

The

library has seen

new building.
many years of plamiing
Campaign committee has worked many, many

a very productive year with the construction of the

What an exciting time when they broke ground this fall,
that

went

into the project!

The Capitol

after the

hours raising monies needed to help pay for the building. Milestone Engineering has done
their part to help us keep costs down even though we have no control over increased
construction and supply costs since the project's inception.

The continued generous

donations of Epsom residents have also helped us continue towards our goal of a

May

1**

opening date. A special thank you goes to Hans Wendler for his generous donation of the
photographic journey fi^om start to finish and for the picture on the cover of this town
report.

A committee is presently working on the update of our employee handbook. Chief Preve
serving as the chairman of this committee and he has a group of department heads and
employees working with him. Thanks for this valuable service that you are providing for
the town. All our town employees will benefit fi-om this.
is

It is

time to update our Emergency Management Plan and

Deb

Black, our

Management

Director, applied for

committee

presently meeting with, a representative fi-om the state office

is

Management, selectmen, school

and received a grant to accompUsh

officials,

Emergency

this task.

A

of Emergency
department heads, and interested citizens to go

through the task of updating our plan to meet the ever changing national and community
needs. This document will be completed in '06. Other town departments also applied for

Thanks for your initiative and follow through
a better and safer place to live because of your
interest in oxir town. Your initiatives have saved the town a lot of money and updated our
equipment to levels that we otherwise could not have purchased with our limited
and received grants

for various projects.

with these projects. Our community

is

resources.

We have some departments and boards which have provided a big boost to the revenue
side of our budget. The ambulance, planning, and zoning boards have done a
commendable job of providing revenues and services to our town. Our ambulance
provides a superior level of service to Epsom residents and surroimding commimities.

Often times,

we forget to thank these volxmteers

for a job well done.

With the potential sale of the Epsom Bible Church to Cumberland Farms, a committee
was appointed with the task of preserving this piece of history. The Friends of Epsom's
Historic Meeting House have been busy meeting and exploring the various possibilities
open to our community. Grants are being explored and donations have been trickling into
Town Office. The process is just beginning and they have a long way to go. Thanks
for the hours abeady put in and for the ones still to come. Please continue to support this
community effort and consider volunteering your talents for this project.

the

The selectmen would

like to

thank

dedication and commitment to the

volvmteerism that makes
Respectfully Submitted,

Mary E. Frambach
John

F.

Hickey

Peter P. Bosiak

Joni-Lynn Kitson
Julie Clermont

all

of the members of the various town boards for
It is with your help and spirit of

Town of Epsom.

Epsom such a great place

to live.

their

MILITARY PERSONNEL

FROM EPSOM
SERVED IN IRAQ DURING 2005

KANDRA ARLING

ARMY

IRAQ

SPEC4 STEPHEN ARLING

ARMY

IRAQ

STAFF SGT MICHAEL CHOUINARD

MARINE

IRAQ

SRA DUANE SMITH

USAF

IRAQ

SRA JACOB WATSON

USAF

GERMANY

SGT.

Submitted by: American Legion

ElwoodO. Wells Post 112
Epsom,

New Hampshire

January 31, 2006

BUDGET COMMITTEE
STEVE WARNER, CHAIR
BOBBIE AVERSA
LAURENCE YEATON
EDWARD NUTTER
HARVEY HARKNESS
DAVID BIRD

WATER

2007
*R 2008

2008
2008
2007

DISTRICT

GARY PERRY
RICHARD FRAMBACH

CLERMONT SELECTMAN
DOROTHY DUCLOS
2006

JULIE

JOYCE HECK
2006
BOBBIE HUMPHREY *R 2007
RICHARD FOWLER
2006
ANDREW TURNBULL SCHOOL

WEBSTER PARK COMMISSION
SARAH HEATH
MARY FRAMBACH
RICHARD VERVILLE

KRISTOPHER LEVESQUE

ROAD ADVISORY COMMITTEE
GARY KITSON
LEONARD OILMAN
PETER BOSIAK SELECTMAN

PATRICIA REEVES

KEVIN REEVES

WATER DURACK V

SCOTT HAHN
DAWN VALLAINCOURT

OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
CINDY REEVES
BRUCE MCDONALD PAM SMITH

FRIENDS OF EPSOM'S HISTORIC MEETING HOUSE
RICHARD FRAMBACH
PENELOPE GRAHAM
CHARLES YEATON
HARVEY HARKNESS

'R denotes

RESIGNED DURING TERM

SPENCER REEVES
STEVE MERRILL

OFFICIAL BALLOT

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH

14,

2006

TOWN CLERK
SELECTMEN
Vote for

For 3 Years

RITA

TWO

LIBRARY TRUSTEE

GRAHAM

Vote

For 3 Years

for

ONE

VALERIE LONG

JOHN F. HICKEY
JONI-LYNN KITSON
JOHN F. KLOSE
MDCELINDH
ROBERT MCKECHNIE
RICHARD VERVILLE

(Write-in)

LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Vote for ONE
CHERYLANN J. ARVANITIS
JOYCE HECK
For 2 Years

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

CEMETERY TRUSTEE

TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Vote for

For 3 Years

ONE

For 3 Years

DAWN BLACKWELL

Vote for

ONE

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

BUDGET COMMITTEE
TREASURER
For

1

For 3 Years

Vote for

Year

Vote for

THREE

JOYCE HECK

ONE

PAULA S. SMITH

(Write-in)
(Write-in)

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
For

1

Vote for

Year

BUDGET COMMITTEE

ONE

LISA A. COTE

For 2 Years

Vote

for

ONE

MARYLOU J. LAFLEUR-KEANE

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Vote for

For 3 Years

BUDGET COMMITTEE

ONE

BEVERLY M. LAFLEUR

For

1

Year

Vote for

ONE

CAROLE M. BROWN

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Vote for

For 2 Years

SUPERVISOR OF CHECKLIST

ONE

For 6 Years

(Write-in)

Vote for
(Write-in)

PLANNING BOARD
Vote for

For 3 Years

TWO

CHRISTOPHER J. PORTER

ALAN QUIMBY
(Write-in)
(Write-in)

10

ONE

OFFICIAL BALLOT

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH

14,

2006

TOWN CLERK
2006

EPSOM ZONING BALLOT QUESTIONS

Are you in favor of amending the Growth Management Ordinance
income housing? (Recommended by the Plaiming Board)
Article 1:

YES
Article 2:
or erected

to

exempt low

NO

Are you in favor of the clarification that only one commercial structure may be placed
on a parcel located in the residential/light commercial zone? (Recommended by the

Planning Board)

YES

Are you in favor of enacting a new ordinance regulating kennels and animal boarding

Article 3:
facilities?

(Recommended by the Planning Board)

YES

NO

Are you in favor of requiring the 50' wetlands setback of all buildings or structures be

Article 4:

required in

NO

all

zones? (Recommended by the Planning Board)

YES

NO

TOWN OF EPSOM WARRANT ARTICLES AS MODIFIED ON
FEBRUARY 4, 2006
Towoi

and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the
budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth
therein, totaling $2,407,760.00?
Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$2,368,3 1 1 .00, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action
of the Town or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting in accordance with RSA
40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 1:

Sh£ill the

by special warrant

raise

articles

Approval of the proposed Town operating budget will result in a projected increase of $.27 per
thousand. The default budget will result in a projected increase of $.18 per thousand.

YES

NO

Town authorize the selectmen to enter into a four year lease/purchase agreement
$66,800 for the purpose of acquiring a heavy duty vehicle fully equipped for plowing and
sanding, for the Highway Department, and raise and appropriate the sum of $16,800 for the first
year's payment for that purpose? This lease agreement contains an escape clause. Majority vote
Article 2: Shall the
for

required; this appropriation

Selectmen)

is

(Recommended by

in addition to the

the Budget

operating budget.

Committee)

11

(Recommended by

the

OFFICIAL BALLOT

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH

14,

2006

TOWN CLERK
Estimated tax increase $.04 per thousand

YES
Article 3: Shall the

Town

raise

and appropriate the sum of one hundred

fifty

NO
thousand dollars

($150,000.00) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of
Majority vote required; this is a Special
reconstruction and improvements to town roads?

Warrant Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended
by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase $.35 per thousand

YES

NO

Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to
be added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of acquiring motorized
vehicles and equipment for the highway department? Majority vote required; this is a Special
Warrant Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended

Article 4:

by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Estimated tax increase $.04 per thousand

YES

NO

Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($ 1 5,000.00) to
be added to the Capital Reserve Fimd previously established for the purpose of bridge replacement
and repair? Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and its appropriation is
addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the

Article 5:

m

Budget Conmiittee)
Estimated tax increase $.04 per thousand

YES

NO

Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of erecting a salt and sand
storage shed for the highway department? Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant
Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the
Article 6:

added

Shall the

to the Capital

Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Estimated tax increase $.02 per thousand

YES
Article 7:

Shall the

Town

raise

and appropriate the sum of $87,078

NO

for the purpose of performing

road work on approximately 1.5 miles of Goboro Road from Route 4 toward Oak Ridge Drive, to
include the installation of a catch basin near Gossville Cemetery and a shim and overlay? This will
be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the work is completed or by

12

OFFICIAL BALLOT

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH

14,

2006

TOWN CLERK
December 31, 2007, whichever is sooner. Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant
Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase $.20 per thousand

NO

YES
Article 8: Shall the

Town raise and

appropriate the

sum of fifteen thousand

dollars ($ 1 5,000) for the

Board of Selectmen to hire a plaimer to review applications to the Planning Board prior to
consideration by the Board? Majority vote required; this appropriation is in addition to the
operating budget. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase $.03 per thousand

NO

YES

Town raise and appropriate the sum of forty-seven thousand six hundred eighty
be added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of
revaluation of properties within the Town? Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant
Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 9:

Shall the

dollars ($47,680) to

Estimated tax increase $.11 per thousand

NO

YES
Article 10: Shall the

Town establish

or renovating a building to

become

a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of building, purchasing

the town office and raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars

($50,000) for that purpose and authorize the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend the funds?
this is a Special Warrant Article and its appropriation is in addition to

Majority vote required;
the operating budget.

(Recommended by

the Selectmen)

(Recommended by

the

Budget

Conmiittee)

Estimated tax increase $.12 per thousand

NO

YES

Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) for the
enhancement and maintenance of the Town website? Majority vote required; this appropriation
is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee)

Article 11:

Estimated tax increase $.01 per thousand

YES
Article 12:

Shall the

hundred forty

Town

raise

NO

and appropriate the sum of one hundred sixty-four thousand five
new ambulance with major equipment by raising the

dollars, ($164,540), to purchase a

13

OFFICIAL BALLOT
ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION

EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH

14,

2006

TOWN CLERK
sum of one hundred

fourteen thousand five hundred forty dollars ($114,540) through taxes and

withdrawing fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) from the ambulance replacement fiind? Majority vote
required; this appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Estimated tax increase S.27 per thousand

NO

YES

Article 13: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be
placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund established in 1998 for Fire Department Apparatus?

Majority vote required;
the operating budget.
Committee)

Warrant Article and
(Recommended by the Selectmen)

this is a Special

its

appropriation

is

in addition to

(Recommended by

the

Budget

Estimated tax increase $.12 per thousand

NO

YES
Article 14:

Shall the

Town

raise

and appropriate the simi of twenty-five thousand five hundred

Majority vote
($25,500) to refiirbish the body of the 1993 Pierce Rescue Pumper?
required; this appropriation is in addition to the operating budget. (Recommended by the
dollars

Selectmen) (Reconmiended by the Budget Committee)

Estimated tax increase $.06 per thousand

NO

YES

Article 15: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to
purchase a Command Vehicle for the Fire Department, and authorize the use of that amount from the
fimd balance (surplus) for that purpose and no amount to be raised from taxation? Majority vote
required. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

YES
Article 16:

The money

Shall the

Town

establish a

NO

Pohce Detail Revolving Fund pursuant

to

RSA

31:95-h?

received from fees for Police Details shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year

be part of the Town's general fiand unreserved fund balance. These
be expended only for payroll and payroll related and administrative costs for the officers
performing the Police Details. The tovm freasurer shall have custody of all monies in the fimd and

and

shall not be considered to

fimds
shall

may

pay out

the

same on

the order of the Chief of Police.

(Recommended by the Selectmen)

YES

NO

Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) to be
added to the expendable General Trust Fund previously established for the purpose of repairs and
maintenance of the roads within the Town maintained cemeteries? Majority vote required; this is

Article 17:

14

OFFICIAL BALLOT

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH

14,

2006

TOWN CLERK
Warrant Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
a Special

Estimated tax increase S.Ol per thousand

NO

YES
Article 18: Shall the

Town

raise

and appropriate the sum of one hundred thousand dollars

($100,000) toward the completion of the new Epsom Public Library? This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the Library is completed or by December 31,
2007, whichever is sooner. Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and its

appropriation

is

in addition

to the operating budget.

(Recommended by

the

Selectmen)

(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase $ .23 per thousand

NO

YES
Article 19:

Shall the

Town

discontinue the position of elected

Road Agent and

authorize the

Selectmen to hire a Road Agent?

NO

YES
Article 20:

RSA

Shall the

Town of Epsom

72:37-b as follows:

$33,500.00.

To

adopt an exemption for the disabled under the provisions of
the assessed value for qualified taxpayers shall be

The exemption from

qualify, the

person must be eligible under

Title II or Title

XVI

Security Act, must occupy the property as his principle place of abode,
individually or jointly, or if

had

owned by a

of the Federal Social

must own

spouse, they must have been married for

the property,

at least five (5)

year preceding April 1 a net income, for all sources, of not in excess of
and $25,400.00 if married and own assets not in excess of $40,000.00 excludmg
the value of the actual residence and up to two (2) acres or the minimum single family residential lot
size specified in the local zoning ordinances?
years,

$18,400.00

in the calendar
if single

BY PETITION.
YES
Article 21: Acknowledging that the

enjoying and defending

life

and

NO

NH Constitution lists among the inherent rights of all men "the

liberty; acquiring, possessing,

and protecting, property; and, in a

word, of seeking and obtaining happiness" as pertaining to the rights of resident property owners to
modify their property as best suits their individual needs, shall the town maintain its zoning
ordinance laws and follow the State of NH's regulations and laws pertaining to property?

BY PETITION.
YES

15

NO

RESULTS

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH 8, 2005
TOWN CLERK
LIBRARY TRUSTEE

SELECTMEN
For 3 Years

PETER P. BOSL\K

Vote for ONE
801

HARVEY F. HARKNESS

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

CEMETERY TRUSTEE

TREASURER
For

1

Year

PAULA S. SMITH

Vote for ONE
785

For 3 Years

Vote for ONE
813

Vote for

For 3 Years

ONE

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

BUDGET COMMITTEE
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Vote for ONE
For 1 Year
817
LISA COTE

Vote for THREE
614

For 3 Years

BOBBIE AVERSA

EDWARD H. NUTTER

694

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

(Write-in)

TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Vote

For 3 Years

WILLIAM E. CLARK

for

(Write-in)

ONE

744

(Write-in)

MODERATOR
Vote for ONE
822

For 2 Years

GARY R. MATTESON
PLANNING BOARD
Vote for TWO
ELIZABETH A. BOSIAK 667
LAURENCE W. CARAWAY 642

(Write-in)

For 3 Years

ROAD AGENT
Vote for ONE
220

For 2 Years

(Write-in)

WILLIAM E. CLARK

(Write-in)

GORDON R. ELLIS

664

(Write-in)

16

RESULTS

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH 8, 2005

TOWN CLERK

2005

Are you

Article 1:

EPSOM ZONING BALLOT QUESTIONS

in favor

of allowing so-called "in-law" apartments as ancillary uses

family residences with certain restrictions?

(Recommended by

YES
Are you

Article 2:

in favor

to single

the Plaiming Board)

744

NO

185

of amending the Growth Management Ordinance so as to limit the

nimiber of allowable permits per year to the lesser of the average of those issued in the region or in

Epsom

for the previous five (5) years?

(Recommended by

the Planning Board)

YES
Are you

Article 3:
the

Pembroke

buildings or structures?

NO

246

Route 28 South of the old post office
Commercial? (Recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 632
NO 274

in favor of rezoning the area along

line as Residential/Light

Are you

Article 4:

674

from

in favor of requiring a fifty foot (50") setback

(Recommended by

all

wetlands for

to

all

the Plaiming Board)

YES

628

NO

287

in favor of amending the Growth Management Ordinance by eliminating the
of building permits; and allow their validity to be extendable by up to twelve (12)
additional months? (Recommended by the Planning Board)

Are you

Article 5:

transferability

YES

634

NO

275

TOWN OF EPSOM WARRANT ARTICLES AS MODIFIED ON
FEBRUARY 5, 2005
Article 1:

Shall

the

Town

raise

and appropriate as an operating budget, not including

appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth

on

the budget posted with the warrant or as

amended by vote of

the

first session, for

the

be defeated, the operating
budget shall be $2,272,292.00, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the Town or by law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting in
accordance with RSA 40:13 X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
purposes

set forth therein, totaling

(Recommended by

the Selectmen)

$2,493,975.00?

(Recommended by

Approval of the proposed Town Budget
thousand.

Should

the

this article

Budget Committee)

will result in

a projected increase of $1.85 per

Default budget will result in a projected increase of $ .61 per thousand.

YES

17

410

NO

514

RESULTS

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH 8, 2005

TOWN CLERK
Town

Epsom

and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000.00) to be used together with an additional four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) from the
Police Department budget's part-time officers line item, if approved as part of question number one
(1), in order to pay for seven months salary, benefits for, and expenses necessary to outfit one (1)
additional fiill-time officer?
If this warrant article passes, the position will be included in next
year's operating budget and default budget.
Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant
Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 2:

Shall the

of

raise

Estimated tax increase would be $ .11 per thousand.

YES

513

NO

419

of the revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (the
land use change tax) in the Conservation Fimd in accordance with RSA 36-A: 5 III as authorized by
RSA 79-A: 25 II? (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Articles:

Shall the

Town

deposit

10%

YES

643

NO

264

Town

raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to
Reserve Fund previously established and known as the Land Conservation
Fimd consistent with the Provisions of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of purchasing conservation or
agricultural easements and land? Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and

Article 4:

be added

Shall the

to the Capital

appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described
by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
its

in Article 1.

(Recommended

Estimated tax increase would be $ .06 per thousand.

YES

500

NO

412

Town raise and

appropriate the simi of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00)
Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of bridge
replacement and repair? Majority vote required; this is a Special warrant Article and its
appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1. (Recommended by
the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 5:
to be

added

Shall the

to the Capital

Estimated tax increase would be $ .08 per thousand.

YES

629

NO

291

Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($ 1 5,000.00)
added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of acquiring
motorized vehicles and equipment for the highway department? Majority vote required; this is a

Article 6:
to be

Special

Warrant Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described
L (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

in Article

18

RESULTS

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH 8, 2005

TOWN CLERK
Estimated tax increase would be $ .08 per thousand.

YES

NO

536

389

Article 7:
Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to
be added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of erecting a salt and
Majority vote required; this is a Special
sand storage shed for the highway department?

Warrant
Article

and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Article

1.

in

Estimated tax increase would be $ .06 per thousand.

YES
Article 8:

Town

Shall the

raise

NO

532

and appropriate the sum of one himdred

394
fifty

thousand dollars

($150,000.00) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fimd previously established for the purpose of
Majority vote required; this is a Special
reconstruction and improvements to town roads?

Warrant
Article

and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Article

1.

in

Estimated tax increase would be $ .83 per thousand.

YES
Town raise and appropriate

Article 9:

Shall the

be placed

in the existing

Apparatus Fund?

Capital Reserve

Fund

the

sum of fifty thousand

established in

Majority vote required; this

is

is

in addition to the operating

366

dollars ($50,000.00) to

1998 for the Fire Department

a Special

budget described
the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
appropriation

NO

557

Warrant Article and its
(Recommended by

in Article 1.

Estimated tax increase would be $ .28 per thousand.

YES

430

NO

496

Town

raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00)
bay garage behind the fire station for the purpose of housing fire vehicles
and storage of firefighting equipment? Majority vote required; Warrant Article appropriation
(Not Recommended by the
is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1.
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Article 10:

Shall the

in order to build a three

Estimated tax increase would be $ .17 per thousand.

YES

19

225

NO

701

RESULTS

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARCH 8, 2005

EPSOM,

TOWN CLERK
Article 11:
disability

RSA

Shall the

Town

increase the previously adopted tax credit for service-connected total

from fourteen hundred dollars ($1,400.00) to eighteen hundred dollars ($1,800.00) per
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

72:35 I-a?

YES

678

NO

233

RSA 72:39 b
of age, increase from fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to thirty
thousand dollars ($30,000); for 75-79 years of age, increase from thirty thousand dollars ($30,000)
to sixty thousand dollars ($60,000); for 80+ years of age, increase from sixty thousand dollars
Article 12:

as follows:

Shall the

Town

increase the previously adopted elderly exemption per

for 65-74 years

($60,000) to one hundred twenty thousand dollars ($120,000)? The eligibility requirements will
remain unchanged with the income limit of $18,400 if single or $26,400 if married, and assets not in
excess of $35,000. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

YES
Article 13:

Shall the

Board of Selectmen

Town

to hire a

Shall the

NO

196

discontinue the position of elected Welfare Officer and authorize the

Welfare Officer?

YES
Article 14:

720

Town of Epsom

348

NO

558

increase the existing optional veterans' exemption from

$100.00 to $500.00?

BY PETITION.
YES

720

NO

185

Shall the Town of Epsom undertake a road evaluation of New Orchard Road for
recommendation of upgrade priorities to be presented to the Road Advisory Committee and Board of
Selectmen for inclusion in the Road Improvement Program and Capital Improvement Program?

Article ISA:

BY PETITION.
YES

388

NO

520

and appropriate the sum of one hundred sixty
thousand dollars ($160,000) to pave 1-1/4 miles of the dirt portion of New Orchard Road in the
Town's 2005 budget? Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and its
appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1. (Not recommended
by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 15B:

Shall the Tovra of

Epsom

raise

Estimated tax increase would be .89 per thousand.

BY PETITION.
YES

20

210

NO

714

EPSOM DELffiERATIVE SESSION MINUTES
FEBRUARY 5, 2005
The annual

was

deliberative session

called to order at 9:02

AM on Saturday, February 5, 2005 by

Moderator, Gary Matteson.

Town

raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling $2,493,975.00? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $2,272,292.00,
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by
law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13 X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
Approval of the proposed Town Budget will result in a projected increase of $1.85 per thousand.
Default budget will result in a projected increase of $ .61 per thousand.

Article

by

1

Shall the

:

special warrant articles

The Moderator read
postpone Article

1

Article

to after all

1.

voice vote. The motion passed.
Article 2:

Shall the

A

motion was made by John Hickey, seconded by Keith Cota, to
articles dealing with appropriations. The Moderator asked for a
Discussion on Article 1 will be at the end of the warrant articles.

warrant

Town of Epsom

raise

and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars

($20,000.00) to be used together with an additional four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) from the Police

Department budget's part-time officers line item, if approved as part of question number one (1), in
order to pay for seven months salary, benefits for, and expenses necessary to outfit one (1) additional
fiiU-time officer?
If this warrant article passes, the position will be included in next year's operating
budget and default budget.
Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and its
appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recorrmiended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase would be $ .11 per thousand.

The Moderator read Article 2. Police Chief Wayne Preve reported there was an increase in calls last
year.
The additional officer would make it possible to have 24 hour coverage seven days a week.
Currently there are 5 fiill-time and 2 part-time officers providing 24 coverage five days a week. The
state police are on call on those days, along with two other officers for major problems. Chief Preve
stated that

he

is

always on

call unless

he

is

out of

state.

There being no further discussion. Article 2

appear on the ballot as presented.

shall

Article 3:

Shall the

Town

deposit

10%

of the revenues collected pursuant to

use change tax) in the Conservation Fund in accordance with

A: 25

II?

RSA 3 6- A:

RSA

79-A (the land
by RSA 79-

5 III as authorized

(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

The Moderator read
area contribute a

Article 3.

much

Selectperson Julie Clermont reported that most of th

bigger percentage. Alison Parodi-Bieling stated that this

have tried to pass

is

other towns in the
the fifth time they

this article and want it to keep the percentage low so as to have a better chance of the
She reported that last year $48,000 was collected for current use change tax. If this
article had been in effect, $4,800 would have been deposited in the Conservation Fund. There being no
ftirther discussion. Article 3 shall appear on the ballot as presented.
article passing.
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added

Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
Reserve Fund previously established and knovm as the Land Conservation Fund

Shall the

Article 4:

to the Capital

RSA 35:1, for the purpose of purchasing conservation or agricultural
Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and its
appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)

consistent with the Provisions of

easements

and land?

Estimated tax increase would be $ .06 per thousand.

The Moderator read Article 4. Selectman John Hickey reported the current balance in the Land
Conservation Fund is now $20,283.89. The Conservation Commission has a balance of $33,215.52.
There being no further discussion. Article 4 shall appear on the ballot as presented.

sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to
Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of bridge replacement and
Majority vote required; this is a Special warrant Article and its appropriation is in
repair?
addition to the operating budget described in Article 1. (Reconrmiended by the Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Shall the Tovra raise and appropriate the

Article 5:

be added

to the Capital

Estimated tax increase would be $ .08 per thousand.

The Moderator

read Article

5.

Selectperson Julie Clermont reported that most of the supplies have

Road Bridge repairs. Money is needed for labor and future bridge
The current balance in the fund is $35,290.03. There being no further discussion. Article 5
appear on the ballot as presented.

already been purchased for the Cass
repairs.

shall

Town

raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to
Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of acquiring motorized
Majority vote required; this is a Special
vehicles and equipment for the highway department?
Warrant Article and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase would be $ .08 per thousand.

Article 6:

be added

Shall the

to the Capital

The Moderator read Article 6. Selectperson Julie Clermont reported that the current balance in the fund
is $15,154.78. Road Agent Gordon Ellis reported that he hopes to replace the big truck next year and
the backhoe in two to three years. He reported that last year he spent $10,169 for repairs on the F350;
$5,000 on the F250 and $5,000 on the backhoe.
appear on the ballot as presented.

There being no further discussion. Article 6

shall

Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of erecting a salt and sand
storage shed for the highway department?
Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article
and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1. (Recommended

Article 7:

added

by

Shall the

to the Capital

the Selectmen)

(Recommended by the Budget Committee)

Estimated tax increase would be $ .06 per thousand.

The Moderator
that the

Town

read Article

have a

7.

salt shed.

Selectperson Julie Clermont stated that the State will soon be mandating

The

current balance in the fund

discussion. Article 7 shall appear on the ballot as presented.
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is

$10,004.10.

There being no further

Article 8:

Shall the

Town

raise

and appropriate the sum of one hundred

fifty

thousand dollars

($150,000.00) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of

improvements to town roads?
Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant
and its appropriation is in addition to the operating budget described in Article 1.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase would be $ .83 per thousand.
reconstruction and

Article

The Moderator read

Article

8.

Selectperson Julie Clermont stated the ciurent balance in the fund

is

$212,486.81. After discussion, the Moderator stated Article 8 shall appear on the ballot as presented.

Town

and appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) to be
Fund established in 1998 for the Fire Department Apparatus
Fund?
Majority vote required; this is a Special Warrant Article and its appropriation is in
addition to the operating budget described in Article 1.
(Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase would be $ .28 per thousand.
Article 9:

Shall the

raise

placed in the existing Capital Reserve

The Moderator read

Article 9. Selectperson Joni-Lynn Kitson reported the current balance in the fiind

is

$67,038.59. There being no fiirther discussion. Article 9 shall appear on the ballot as presented.
Shall the

Article 10:

Town

raise

and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00)

in

order to build a three bay garage behind the fire station for the purpose of housing fire vehicles and

Majority vote required; Warrant Article appropriation is in
1.
(Not Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Estimated tax increase would be $ .17 per thousand.
storage of firefighting equipment?

addition to the operating budget described in Article

The Moderator read Article 10. Selectperson Joni-Lynn Kitson stated that there were four board
members at the meeting; two voted yes and two voted no. This vote resulted in the article not being
recommended by the Selectmen. Fire Chief Stewart Yeaton stated that this request was based on the
Master Plan. The department needs additional storage now mainly for forestry equipment. In the near
fiiture storage will be needed for an additional ambulance. The garage would be a cold storage building.
There being no fiirther discussion. Article 10 shall appear on the ballot as presented.

Article 11:

Town increase the previously adopted tax credit for service-connected
hundred dollars ($1,400.00) to eighteen hundred dollars ($1,800.00) per
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Shall the

total

disability fi-om fourteen

RSA

72:35 I-a?

The Moderator read

Article

1 1

.

Selectperson John Hickey reported that Avitar, our assessing company,

has suggested the increase because the valuation of properties will be rising.
receive this credit. There being

no

further discussion. Article

1 1

shall

Currently eleven people
appear on the ballot as presented.

Shall the Town increase the previously adopted elderly exemption per RSA 72:39 b as
65-74 years of age, increase fi-om fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000); for 75-79 years of age, increase fi-om thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to sixty

Article 12:
follows:

for

thousand dollars ($60,000); for 80+ years of age, increase fi-om sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) to one
hundred twenty thousand dollars ($120,000)? The eligibility requirements will remain unchanged with
the income limit of $18,400 if single or $26,400 if married, and assets not in excess of $35,000.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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Article 12. Selectperson John Hickey reported that currently 22 people receive an
There are 12 people in the 65 to 74 age group; 6 people in the 75-79 age group and 4
the 80 plus age group. There being no further discussion. Article 12 shall appear on the ballot

The Moderator read
elderly exemption.

people in

as presented.

Article 13:

Shall the

Board of Selectmen

The Moderator read
for

Welfare Officer

Town

to hire a

discontinue the position of elected Welfare Officer and authorize the

Welfare Officer?
Selectperson Julie Clermont stated that Patricia Hickey is not running
She stated that it is important that the person who assumes this position
There being no further discussion. Article 1 3 shall appear on the ballot as

Article 13.
this year.

has the needed credentials.
presented.

Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28 II and IV, for an optional veterans tax credit
of $500.00 on residential property and replace the standard veteran's tax credit?

Article 14:

BY PETITION.
Article 14. Dick Todd stated this article was sponsored by the American Legion.
he wished to clarify the article with an amendment. Dick Todd moved to amend Article
14 to read: "Shall the Tovra of Epsom increase the existing optional veteran's exemption from $100.00
to $500.00?" The amendment was seconded by Jay Hickey. There being no discussion, the Moderator
asked for a vote by clapping. The amendment passed. Article 14 shall appear on the ballot as amended

The Moderator read

He

stated that

to read:

Shall the

Article 14:

$100.00

to

Town

of Epsom increase the existing optional veteran's exemption from

$500.00?

BY PETITION.
Article 15:

To pave

the dirt road section of New Orchard Road.

BY PETITION.
An amendment was presented by Bobbie Aversa, seconded by Jeff
of Epsom give first priority to pave the 1-1/4 mile dirt portion of New
Orchard Road by the end of the 2005 paving season, using existing funds in the Highway Improvement
Capital Reserve Fund, and/or any other funds appropriated in the Town's budget within the highway and
streets account that are earmarked for road maintenance and improvements?" Attomey Tony Soltani
It tells the Selectmen to look for the
stated that the amendment has no raise and appropriate wording.
money elsewhere. The Moderator stated the amendment has no dollar amount. After much discussion,
the Moderator asked for a show of hands and voice vote on the amendment. The amendment failed.
An amendment was presented by Keith Cota, seconded by Steve Wamer to read: "Shall the Town of
Epsom undertake a road evaluation of New Orchard Road for recommendation of upgrade priorities to
The Moderator read Article
Snell to read: "Shall the

15.

Town

to the Road Advisory Committee and Board of Selectmen for inclusion in the Road
Improvement Program and Capital Improvement Program?" The Moderator stated that if there was an
amendment dealing with money; the petition article would be split into two pieces, A and B. He based
this decision on Municipal Association and Local Government Center's example. The Moderator asked

be presented

for a voice vote

on Amendment

1

5 A.

The amendment passed.
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An amendment was presented by Randall Cicchetto, seconded by Mike Levasseur to read: "Shall the
Town of Epsom raise and appropriate the sum of one $160,000 to pave 1-1/4 miles of the dirt portion of

New

Orchard Road

in the

Town's 2005 budget?" The Moderator

stated that this

amendment would be

Steve Warner reported that the tax impact would be under $1.00 per $1,000. After much
discussion, the Moderator asked for a hand and voice vote. The vote was inclusive. The Moderator
15B.

asked for a hand count. Yes - 44.

No - 26. The amendment passed.

A motion was made by Larry Yeaton, seconded by Steve Warner, to accept Article
The Moderator asked
amended to read:

for a voice vote.

The motion

passed.

15 as

Article 15 shall appear

15A and 15B.

on the

ballot as

Article ISA: Shall the Town of Epsom undertake a road evaluation of New Orchard Road for
recommendation of upgrade priorities to be presented to the Road Advisory Committee and Board of
Selectmen for inclusion in the Road Improvement Program and Capital Improvement Program?

BY PETITION.
Article 15B:

Town of Epsom raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred sixty thousand
pave 1-1/4 miles of the dirt portion of New Orchard Road in the Town's 2005

Shall the

dollars ($160,000) to

budget?

BY PETITION.
Article 1 :

by

Shall the

Town raise and

appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations

special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the

posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the

first

amounts

set forth

on the budget

session, for the purposes set forth therein,

be defeated, the operating budget shall be $2,272,292.00,
by previous action of the Town or by
law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13 X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
Approval of the proposed Town Budget will result in a projected increase of $1.85 per thousand.
Default budget will result in a projected increase of $ .61 per thousand.
totaling $2,493,975.00?

which

is

the

same

Should

this article

as last year, with certain adjustments required

The Moderator read

Article

1.

There being no discussion. Article

1

shall appear

on the

ballot as

presented.

The Moderator reported that
Epsom.

there are 110 voters present today

which represents 3.7% of

the

2039

registered voters in

At 12:00
8:00

pm The Moderator stated the meeting is
7:00 pm for voting.

recessed to the second session

am to

Respectfiilly submitted.

Dawn Blackwell
Town Clerk
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on March

8,

2005 fi-om

TOWN ASSESSMENT
LAND

TOWN PROPERTY
Map

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR 2005
There were 32 marriages, 43 births and 62 resident deaths recorded in

Epsom

for the year 2005.

We are now using the State's MAAP system. Northwood and Epsom have been the guinea pigs for the
vendor system. There have been many problems to work out, but we believe we are beginning to see the
light at the end of the tunnel. We can now finish registrations up to and including 26,000 lbs, except for
APRO and SEMIT. We can issue pass, vanity, moose, agriculture, farm and tractor plates. We can also
replace plates, decals and issue duplicate registrations.

There will be three elections this year. The Town Election is March 14, 2006, the State Primary is
September 12, 2006 and the General Election is November 7, 2006. Voting takes places at the
American Legion on Short Falls from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm. Remember our office is closed on all
election days.

We have moved into our own separate office within the town office building.
provides space and added security for our confidential files.

It is

much roomier and

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR 2005
Due
This

to the recent
is

town- wide revaluation

The

a decrease of $16.13.

school rate

The town

is

$2.01 which

rate is $2.61

is

which

we

are

now

100%

equalization.

Our new

which

is

The county

rate is

$1.80 which

a decrease of $3.33.
is

at

local school rate is $8.59

tax rate

a decrease of $10.10.
is

is

$15.01.

The

state

a decrease of $1.81.

a decrease of 89 cents.

Property tax warrants this year totaled $6,390,726.00 and 9% of these taxes are unpaid. Warrants for
Current Use totaled $153,500.00. Warrants for Earth Excavation tax totaled $1 1 1 .48. The total Timber
tax or Yield tax warrants were $14,008.14.

1167,542.86

was

liened in 2005.

No properties were deeded to

the

Town.

Respectfiilly submitted,

Dawn Blackwell
Town Clerk/Tax
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Collector

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
For the year ending December 3 1 2005
,

Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Motor Vehicle Title Fees
Motor Vehicle Mailing Fees
Municipal Agent Fees

$749,348.29
2,508.00
1

,557.00

14,595.50

Dog License Fees
Dog Fines
Dog Civil Forfeitures

4,255.50

223.00
925.00

UCC Filing Fees

2,505.00

Miscellaneous

207.26

Marriage License Fees

196.00

Vital Records Certified Copies Fees

464.00

State

Dog License

Fees

$2,394.50

State Marriage License Fees

1

State Vital Records Certified Copies Fees

TOTAL RECEIPTS

,064.00

880.00

$781,123.05
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE YEAR*

EPSOM

Year

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

REMiriED TO TREASURER

EPSOM

Year Ending

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

DEBITS

UNREDEEMED & EXECUTED
LIENS

CREDITS

EPSOM

Year

Epsom

Fire Department

1714 Dover Road

Epsom,

New Hampshire 03234
OFFICERS

CHIEF, R.

STEWART YEATON

DEPUTY CHIEF, DAVID PALERMO
LIEUTENANT, RON DELGADO
LIEUTENANT, LARRY BARTON
LIEUTENANT, STEVE HUSSEY

FOREST FIRE WARDEN, R. STEWART YEATON

FULLTIME EMPLOYEES
INTERIM CAPTAIN, MATTHEW MOULTON
FIREFIGHTER, DEBORAH BLACK
FIREFIGHTER, JOEL FRENCH
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Epsom Fire Department
1714 Dover Road
Epsom, New Hampshire 03234
2005 Fire and Rescue Annual Report 2005
The Epsom Fire & Rescue responded to 1014 emergency calls in this year 2005. The
statistics of oiir responses are noted in the proceeding pages. The Department continues
Two of these individuals are Firefighter EMT
to have four fiill-time employees.
(Emergency Medical Technician) Intermediates and two are Firefighter Paramedics. We
also are very fortunate to have 18 Volunteer firefighters; all of whose dedication to the
Town of Epsom make it possible for the Department to meet the emergency needs of the
commimity.
residents joined the Department this year: Sara Hardy, Ed Roy, Deon
and Jacob Hansconx Each has devoted 120 hours worth of training to become
Emergency Medical Technicians.

The following
Decarli,

The Department continues
street

to

work

closely with the Planning

Board to ensure correct

naming, house numbering, and proper positioning of cisterns within the

developments being

built in

new

Epsom.

Also in 2005, the Department hosted two Blood Drives that were each a great success.

Over 160

pints

of blood were

The Department applied
Defibrillator

the

(AED)

Epsom Central

to allow

at the

collected.

for

and received a grant to place an Automatic External
OflBce. Consequently, now the Town has one AED at

Town

School, which

anyone to use

this device

was acquired

who

in

2004, and

now one

at the

Town

Office

should witness a person in cardiac arrest.

extrication drill at Ponderosa Enterprise. Epsom invited
of the towns that border our community to participate. Over 75 firefighters were able
to practice the dismantling of cars and trucks, as well as buses for auto extrication
purposes using all types of power tools including the Jaws of Life. This drill was a huge

Our Department hosted an auto

all

success not only for sharpening the firefighters'

which

is

so very necessary in

fire service.

skills

but also for building

The Department would

like to

teamwork

extend a

deserved "thank you" to Rick Belanger for the opportunity to conduct this

much

drill at his

facility.

Another training highlight of this past year was going to the Fire Academy
utilizing the

"bum

in

Concord and

building" to practice simulated search and rescue techniques.

particular "building" allows firefighters to practice search

41

and rescue

in

This

an actual structure

with smoke and heat.

which allows us

Our Department is very fortvmate
on a regular basis.

to be so close to the

Academy

to use their facilities

In October of this year, our Department

was requested

to respond to Stoddard,

New

Hampshire, as part of the Central New Hampshire Task Force. Our Ambulance, along
with five members, as well as myself as Task Force Leader, went to Stoddard to assist
their

Department with evacuations,

staflBng the

Evacuation Center, and also planning and

monitoring the town for any emergencies for two days. Our members were very accepting

town of Stoddard

had been so ravaged by the flooding which
too, would need assistance
later that month when we were stricken by heavy rains that attacked our side of the State.
Though the damage we incurred was minimal, we did estabUsh an Emergency Center at
the Fire House. We monitored the dams at Northwood Lake, Cass Road, and also the Old
and ready to
literally

Mill.

assist the

We

recommended

the water level receded.

Lake

that

crippled their community. Little did

Dam

that those people

We

During

who

resided in low-lying areas evacuate until

placed sand bags at the Old Mill

with the assistance of the

Departments.

we know that we,

we

this time,

also

Pittsfield,

Dam

and the Northwood

Chichester and

responded to over 30

Northwood

calls

for

Fire

emergency

Community for their continued support and
would also like to extend an invitation to anyone
interested in being a part of our Department to stop by and visit us. Our trainings are
conducted on the first, second, and third Monday's of each month. Our business meetings
are held on the fourth Monday.
In closing,

I

would

encouragement

Thank you

like

to thank the

this past year.

I

to everyone for such a fire-safe and rewarding 2005.

Respectfiilly Submitted,

R. Stewart Yefeton

Chiet

Epsom Fire Department
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Epsom Fire Department

Alarm Time Analysis

Alarm Date Between {01/01/2005} And {12/01/2005}
Alarm Hour

Epsom Fire Department
Incident Type Report (Stimmary)

Alarm Date Between {01/0:1/2005} And {12/31/2005}
Incident Type
1

Pet of
Count Incidents

Fire

111 Building fire

113 Cooking fire, confined to container
114 Chimney or flue fire, confined to chimney
131 Passenger vehicle fire
136 Self-propelled motor home or recreational
141 Forest, woods or wildland fire
142 Brush or brush-and-grass mixture fire
154 Dumpster or other outside trash receptacle
161 Outside storage fire

25

Total
Est Loss

Pet of
Losses

Epsom Fire Department

Incident Type Report (Summary)

Alarm Date Between {01/01/2005} And {12/31/2005}
Pet of
Incidents

Incident Type
5

Service Call

511 Lock-out
520 Water problem,

3

Other

521 Water evacuation

522 Water or steam leak
531 Smoke or odor removal
541 Animal problem
542 Animal rescue
551 Assist police or other governmental agency
552 Police matter
553 Public service
554 Assist invalid

561 Unauthorized burning
571 Cover assignment, standby,

moveup

Total

Est Loss

Pet of
Losses

Epsom Fire Department
Incident Type Report (Summary)

Alarm Date Between {01/01/2005} And {12/31/2005}
Pet of
Count Incidents

Incident Type

Total Incident Covmt:

01/10/2006

1018

Total Est Loss:

Total
Est Loss

Pet of
Losses

$65,000

Page

10:16
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Report of Forest Fire

Warden and

State Forest

Ranger

Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests
Lands work collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help
us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine if a permit is

&

required before doing

ground

is

AMY

outside burning.

completely covered with snow. The

A

fire

permit

is

all outside burning unless the
of Environmental Services also

required for

New Hampshire Department

prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire

or

DES

at

1-800-498-6868 or ww^'.des.state.nh.us for more information.

diHgence and responsibility. Help us to protect
please contact the Division of Forests

New

Safe

Hampshire's forest resources.

department

open burning requires
For more information

& Lands at (603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl.org.

Fke

activity was high during the first several weeks of the 2005 fire season, with red-flag conditions issued
the southern and central portions of the state.
by the National Weather Service and extreme fire danger
This period of increased initial attack activity' prompted a 5-day ban on open burning, the first such ban in

m

several years. Despite the dry conditions, the state's largest wildland fire

statewide system of

fire

lookout towers

is

was contained

credited with keeping the fires small

at 29 acres.
Our
and saving several

stmctures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities.

Fures in the wildland urban
forest fires bum more than just trees.
from spreading to their home. Precautions
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green
Additional information and homeowner
space around your home free of flammable materials.
interface damaged 10 structures, a constant reminder
Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland

recommendations
and the

are available at

state's Forest

www.firewdse.org

Rangers by being

fire

.

wise and

2005

that

fire

Please help

Smokey Bear, your

local fire department

fire safe!

FIRE STATISTICS

(All fces reported as

of November 4, 2005)

FIRE ACTIVITY BY COUNTY

m Acres
El

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Arson

Nurrber Fires

CAPITAL AREA MUTUAL AID FIRE COMPACT

Ha
President: Stewart

Yeaton

Chief Coordinator: Richard Wright

105 Loudon Road Building
P.O.

1

Email:

Telephone: 225-8988

Box 7206 Concord, NH 03301 capareacl@verizon.net

2005
This report

is

Fax: 228-0983

ANNUAL REPORT TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

presented to the Board of Directors of the Capital Area Fire

summary of activities

Compact

as a general

for the calendar year 2005. This report is also forwarded to the governing

bodies of the Compact's

member conmiunities

for informational purposes.

The year 2005 brought growth to our mutual aid system. We welcome Chief Michael Williams
and the Town of Hooksett Fire-Rescue Department to our system. Dispatching of Hooksett FireRescue started on June 15, 2005, as did dispatching of Tri-Town Ambulance Service on the same
date. Tri-Town provides Emergency Medical Response and ambulance transportation to our
member towns of Allenstown, Hooksett, and Pembroke. The addition of these two services
mcreases our available persoimel and equipment resources.
With the above addition to our system, the Compact now provides service to twenty member
communities encompassing 71 1 square miles of area with a resident population of 123,655.
Mutual aid response is given to and received from several other communities and mutual aid
districts. Delivery of emergency service varies daily by community, based on tourism, special
events, weather,

and other

activities.

and Emergency Medical dispatch service is provided by the City of Concord Fire
Department's Communications Center directed by dispatch supervisor Captain Emest Petrin.
Fire

The increased staffing proposal outlined in the 2004 Annual Report was implemented in March
of 2005. In addition to the supervisor, the Center now has eight shift schedule dispatchers and a
minimum of two on-duty dispatchers is provided at all times.
All dispatchers participate in telecommimications training coiu^es. Dispatched incidents in 2005

8%) for the 19 communities who were members since 2004. The
2005 (including Hooksett and Tri-Town starting June 15) bring the 2005 totals
for all 20 communities to 19,214 which is a 19% mcrease above the previous year. A detailed
report by commimity is attached.
increased to 17,418 (up by

total incidents for

The timing of the addition of Hooksett Fire-Rescue to the Compact and the dispatch staffing
adjustment has worked advantageously for all Compact members. The staffing levels were in
place when the incident load increased, and the increased revenues have lessened the fiscal
impact on current members. Most commimities have seen some reduction in memberships costs
approved for 2006 operations.

ALLENSTOWN • BOSCAWEN • BOW • BRADFORD • CANTERBURY • CHICHESTER • CONCORD* DEERING • DUNBARTON
EPSOM • HENNIKER • HOOKSETT • HOPKINTON • LOUDON • NORTHWOOD • PEMBROKE • PITTSFIELD • SALISBURY
WARNER • WEBSTER
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CAPITAL AREA MUTUAL AID FIRE COMPACT

3it
President: Stewait Yeaton

105
P.O.

Loudon Road Building

Chief Coordinator: Richard Wriglit
Email:

1

Box 7206 Concord, NH 03301

Telephone: 225-8988

capareacl@verizon.net

Fax: 228-0983

Page 2 (2005 Annual Report)

The Chief Coordinator responded to 215 mutual aid incidents in 2005, assists departments with
incident management on major incidents, and handles the administrative functions of the
Compact. He continues to participate on several state and regional committees that affect mutual
aid operations.

Most Compact departments have received nev/ digital mobile radios for then fire apparatus and
emergency ambulances through the Homeland Security funding initiative. The second phase of
the program is expected to provide portable communications in 2006. The intent of the program
is

to provide radio interoperability capability with other public safety agencies.

The 2005 Compact operating budget was $ 759,256. All Compact

operations, including the

Chief Coordinator's position, office, command vehicle, and dispatch services are provided
this budget. Funding by the member communities is based on a combination of property
values and population.
through

The following members served

the

President:

Vice President:
Secretary:

Treasurer:

Chief Coordinator:
Executive Committee:

Compact

in

2005

in the following positions:

Chief Stewart Yeaton, Epsom
Chief Ray Fisher, Boscawen
Past Chief Peter Russell, Hopkinton
Firefighter John R. Burton, Bow
Chief Richard E. Wright, Loudon
Chief Stewart Yeaton, Epsom
Chief Ray Fisher, V. Pres., Boscawen
Chief Richard Brown, Warner
Chief Harold Paulsen, Pembroke
Chief H. Dana Abbott, Bow
Chief George Ashford, Northwood
Chief Keith Gilbert, Henniker
Chief Dale Caswell, Canterbury

Dispatch Committee Chair:

Chief Harold Paulsen, Pembroke

Training Committee Chair:

Asst. Chief Richard Pistey,

Central

NH HazMat Team Chief:

Batt.

Bow

Chief William Weinhold, Concord Fire Dept.

ALLENSTOWN • BOSCAWEN • BOW • BRADFORD • CANTERBURY • CHICHESTER • CONCORD. DEERJNG • DUNBARTON
EPSOM • HENNIKER • HOOKSETT • HOPKINTON • LOUDON • NORTHWOOD • PEMBROKE • PITTSFIELD • SALISBURY
WARNER • WEBSTER
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CAPITAL AREA MUTUAL AID FIRE COMPACT

President: Stewart Yeaton

105

Loudon Road Building

P.O.

Box 7206 Concord,

^

Chief Coordinator: Richard Wright
Telephone: 225-8988

Email:

1

NH

03301 capareacl@verizon.net

Fax: 228-0983

Page 3 (2005 Annual Report)

The Compact Training Committee chaired by Assistant Chief Dick Pistey, with members Chief
Mike Paveglio and Chief Shawn Mitchell assisted all departments in hosting at least one mutual
aid training exercise during the year. Mutual aid drills involve several departments and test the
fire suppression, emergency medical, mass casualty, rescue, hazardous
management, and personnel safety. We thank the Training Committee for
continuing support to the Compact.

system capabilities in
materials, incident
their

The Central New Hampshire HazMat Team, comprised of all Capital Area and Lakes Region
members continues to train bi-weekly and responds to 55 communities in our combined coverage
area. The team operates with three response units and will welcome persoimel interested in
joining, training, and operating with the team. Through Homeland Security funding, the team
received a "new" Hazmat response vehicle to replace the "used" 1989 unit. Most of the team
financing

is

currently being obtained with federal grants.

We also receive grant funds for

education, training, and to support data collection of hazardous materials inventories reported by
facilities in

We extend our thanks and appreciation to
respond to these emergencies.

our operating area.

their willingness to

all

team members for

We encourage all departments to send representatives and actively participate in all Compact
meetings. Your input
activities

Thanks

is

needed on

all

issues

and your members need to be informed of Compact

and planning.

to all departments for your great cooperation.

Please contact any

Compact

officer or the Chief Coordinator if we

may be of assistance.

Dick Wright, Chief Coordinator

CAPITAL AREA FIRE COMPACT
cc: Fire Chiefs

Boards of Selectmen

End.
01/17/2006

ALLENSTOWN • BOSCAWEN
EPSOM

• HENNIICER •

•

BOW • BRADFORD • CANTERBURY • CHICHESTER • CONCORD* DEERING • DUNBARTON
• HOPKINTGN • LOUDON • NORTHWOOD • PEMBROKE • PITTSFIELD • SALISBURY

HOOKSETT

WARNER
50

•

WEBSTER

Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact
2004 to 2005 Incident Numbers Issued

EPSOM FIRE & RESCUE
1714 Dover Road
Epsom, NH 03241
(603) 736-9291

EPSOM FIRE AND RESCUE
AMBULANCE
BILLING REPORT

Billing period of 01/01/05 to 12/31/05

TOTAL BILLED FOR 2005

$188,516.74
$134,579.06

AMOUNT RECEIVED
AMOUNT ADJUSTED
AMOUNT OUTSTANDING

$ 62,907.96

$ 29,554.05
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EPSOM POLICE DEPARTMENT
2005 ANNUAL REPORT
POLICE CHIEF
Wayne B. Preve

SECRETARY
Gail

ANIMAL CONTROL

SUPERVISOR

Quimby

Police Department

Sergeant Brian Michael

FULL TIME PATROLMEN
Officer Joseph Lister

Officer

Cory Krochmal

(Position Vacant)

(Position Vacant)

PART TIME OFFICER
Detective Lawrence Phillips

Another year has passed us by and

it

gives

Citizens of Epsom, the Police Department's 2005

me

great pleasure to present the

Armual Report.

The year of 2005 brought about some changes within the police department. We
added one additional full-time patrolman to the force, which has allowed us to increase
our hours of coverage and allow for more detailed investigations.
It was again a very busy year, with an increase in Criminal and Motor Vehicle
Accidents, as well as Arrests and Calls for Service. Although the number of calls were
up, and we also found ourselves understaffed for the last part of the year, we concentrated
our efforts on minimizing criminal activity and traffic accidents.

We at the police department would like to thank the Citizens and Administration
you have shown as we enter the New Year with positive thinking and

for the support

community

intentions.

I

assure

you that the Town of Epsom Police Department

provide the highest degree of professional service.

Respectfully,

Wayne B. Preve
Chief of Police

53

will

BS

1

Epsom Police Department
Citation Analysis by Day Time
From: 01/01/2005 Thru:

WED
63

12/31/2005

THR

Page:

1

€psfDm police department
980

SUNCOOK VALLEY HIGHWAY

EPSOM,

NEW HAMPSHIRE 03234

WAYNE

EMERGENCY 736-4445
BUSINESS 736-9624
FAX 736-8421

ANIMAL CONTROL REPORT
DECEMBER 31, 2005

Pursuant to

New Hampshire RSA 466: 16 entitled "Returns," the following is a summary

from the warrant

for imlicensed dogs in the

393 Dogs were

Town of Epsom:

listed

on the warrant

38 Civil Forfeitures were physically issued
221 Late fees issued

1

12

Dogs basic

license

34 Dogs were removed from the

list

Total Civil Forfeitures income to date: $975.00

RespectfiiUy Submitted,

Wayne

B. Preve
Chief of Police
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B.

PREVE

Chief of Police

Epsom Emergency Management
This year has been a busy year for Emergency Management. Several grants have
been applied for and received by the Town of Epsom. The grants were from

Homeland

Security which

services to receive

was

established after 9/11. Allowing

money towards equipment

to better serve

town emergency

and protect the town.

The items that were purchased with 100% reimbursement fi-om Homeland
Security monies were an air booster for the fire department so that the fire

new air packs they purchased several years ago. And for
we purchased a 14' utility trailer to set up as a command
fire and police. This will carry the ATV and generators we received

department can

fill

the

the police department

post for both

with last years Homeland Security money. This was about $17,000.00 worth of
equipment that was paid for by Homeland Security.
This year was also the
Director that

we

first

time since

utilized the

I have been Emergency Management
Emergency Management Plan and put it into play

during the October 15, 2005 floods. Myself, Chief Stewart Yeaton and the police
department work together to make sure the citizens of Epsom were safe during the
flooding. During that time we opened the upstairs of the fire station for a nonmandatory evacuation for those in Kings Town Mobile Home Park and other low
lying areas incase of any problems with the Dams in town.
I

would

like to

wish everyone a happy and safe

Respectfiilly submitted

Deborah A. Black
Emergency Management Director
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year.

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
REPORT

During 2005 the Highway Department worked on reconstructing Jug City Road which was the worst
road in town. With the wonderful help of the landowners, the job was a huge success. Thousands of
yards of material were removed from the ditches. Drainage issues and trees were taken care of. The
road was ground, graveled, and paved with the exception of the dirt section. We also did extensive
ditching and tree removal on Old Turnpike Road and a joint reconstruction of Old Buck Sfreet with
Pembroke.
Drainage

is

our #1 issue as

ditch lines that should be

it is

in all other towns.

removed over

thousands of years people being

tens

Our

is

an estimated 900,000 yards of material in the

years.

Even though water has shed over land
the road and shed on their

we

all

need

to take

some

is

vision of smooth well drained roads gets a

little

closer and better each year.

to thank all the people who have helped by taking a shovel or a hoe
and by removing a limb or free from the road.

to

If you

need or want

we

want

area to

dump

fill

please

call.

only a small part of the

really hurts the road maintenance schedule.

ditch,

I

for

responsibility for that water.

of thousand of dollars spent on keeping our old equipment running

The down time of equipment

cost.

There

few

human want that water to go down

neighbor's property. Nice idea but

The

the next

This will save us trucking cost and no,

the material!

Bless you,

Gordon R. Ellis
Road Agent
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open a clogged culvert or

can't drive across a wet

EPSOM HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
2005

ADMINISTRATION

OPERATING COSTS

EPSOM HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
2005

OPERATING COSTS

4,127.50

Bert Morse
Brett K. Barton Forest

600.00

Management

1,179.83

Clark's Grain Store, Inc.

Cohen

156.85

Steel Supply, Inc.

Concord Sand

& Gravel

2,672.84

Derek R. Stebbins

400.00

Prescott, Inc.

914.80

E.

J.

Gordon

14.99

Ellis

4,470.00

Environmental Services Inc.

18,978.75

Eric Reeves
F. L. Merrill

136.91

Construction

W. Dow Asphalt Surfacing
Hammer "N Hand Gen/Contractor
Hank & Al's Small Engine Repair

13,500.00

H.

3,461.50
12.00

Herbert Bartlett

480.00

Matt Bosiak

351.00
90.20

New England Barricade Co.

20,500.48

Pike Industries

5,900.00

Ponderosa Enterprises

125.00

Shaver Disposal

6,725.25

Solutions

910.00

William H. Stevens
Total

158,536.00

RENTALS & LEASES
B & S Septic
Hammer "N Hand Gen/Contractor

1,200.00

465.00
168.00

Merriam-Graves Corp.
Total

,833.00

RECONSTRUCTION OF HIGHWAYS
90,332.

Pike Industries

Total

90,332.80

SAND & SALT
42.88

Allenstown Aggregate

Concord Sand

Morton

& Gravel

4,842.39

36,018.98

Salt

Total

40,904.25

FUEL
6,548.70

Davis Fuels
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EPSOM HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
2005

OPERATING COSTS

Evans Expressmart

1,551.49

Total

8,100.19

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
Carparts of Epsom

1,020.80

Clark's Grain Store

16.80

Colarusso Truck Tire Service
E.

W.

157.00

41.04

Sleeper Co.

Edward A. Rich dba SR & Son
Gerard W. Goodwin/Goodwin Auto

9,892.96

Grappone

1,531.19

Howard

224.00

Inc.

666.63

P. Fairfield, Inc.

Irwin Motors, Inc.

1,383.62

Kidder's Repair Service, Inc.

59.95

Larry D. Barton dba Drill Tech

Leonard G. Gilman,

McDevitt Trucks,
Patsy's

Jr.

dba

1,337.00

HER & W

6,449.45

69.67

Inc.

Auto Body

& Alignment

31.93

Rockingham County Towing

100.00

Sanel Auto Parts

2,391.31

449.86

Sullivan Tire

Total

25,823.21

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Carparts of Epsom

Donbeck
E.

W.

199.95

89.00

Sales

921.87

Sleeper

Edward A. Rich dba SR & Son

Epsom Tool Rental
Hank & Al's Small Engine
Howard P. Fairfield

2,477.65

55.25
Repair

156.45

702.83

Larry D. Barton dba N. E. Drill Tech

Leonard G. Gilman,

Jr.

dba

111.00

HER & W

10,656.92

Mac Machine

523.00

Sanel Auto Parts

339.02

Southworth Milton

3,479.34

Stratham Tire Inc.

169.50

Sullivan Tire Co.

710.00

Tire

Warehouse

9.60

Total
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20,601.38

EPSOM HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
2005

OPERATING COSTS

GENERAL OPERATIONS
Telephone
539.68

Nextel Communications

592.03

Verizon
Total
Electricity

Rymes Heating Oils,

1,131.71

& Heat
523.84

Inc.

767.67

Unitil

Total

Training

1,291.51

& Conferences

Comprehensive Environmental

55.00

Local Government Center

22.00

NHPWA
NH PW Standards & Training
UNH Technical Training Center

35.00
1

00.00

335.00

-

Total

547.00

Miscellaneous

Suncook Valley Sun

47.50

Neighborhood News

27.50
5 1 .00

Francotyp-Postalia, Inc.

Carparts of Epsom

149.40

Clark's Grain Store

184.60

Donbeck
E.

J.

69.00

Sales
1

Prescott

95.78

Merriam-Graves Corp

New

14.23

8 1 .25

Heritage True Value Hardware

358.38

England Barricade Co.

NE Positioning Systems, LLC

32.00
14.95

Northwood Power Equipment

RAK Industries

118.88
108.14

Sanel Auto Parts

Total

1,452.61

STREET LIGHTING

NH Electric Cooperative

195.67

Unitil

225.06

Total

TOTAL HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

420.73

543,278.76
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Town of Epsom
Road Advisory Committee
In June of this year, the Road Advisory Committee, better known as the RAC, was reorganized.
The current committee is made up of seven members: two selectmen, the road agent, and four citizen
volunteers. The RAC has spent the past several months exploring different options for completing major
road improvement and reconstruction projects. Many hours have been spent analyzing the costs and
benefits of bonds, warrant articles, and budget changes. The goal of our work is to develop a costfiiendly plan. Below is a list of projects that we are proposing for next year:

Road Reconstruction of the portion ofthe roadfrom the intersection ofMountain
of the dirt section. This includes new drainage structures, ditching,
shoulder improvements, road elevation adjustments, and new pavement.
Center Hill

Road to

:

the beginning

Goboro Road Shim and overlay one half the length of the road with new pavement. This
new drainage structures, ditching, and shoulder improvements. If this project
goes through, the other half of the road will be completed in 2007 under a separate proposal.
:

also includes

New Orchard Road
section to the top

:

Reconstruction of the portion of the roadfrom the beginning of the dirt
hill past Locke 's Hill Road This includes new drainage structures,

of the

ditching, shoulder improvements,

and new pavement.

North Pembroke Road Shim and overlay Epsom 's portion with new pavement.
:

Wing Road Reconstruction ofEpsom 's portion of the road, extendingfrom the intersection
ofNew Rye Road to the Allenstown town line. This includes new drainage structures,
ditching, shoulder improvements, and new pavement.
:

Cass Road Rehabilitation of the twin bridges over the
:

Little

Suncook River and re-opening
of the steel beams and

the bridges to passenger vehicles. This irwludes the replacement

repairs of the

wooden

deck.

Yovir comments and suggestions are always welcome to the RAC. You are the people who drive
Epsom's roads on a daily basis. The condition of the roads impacts you and we take that seriously. Our
meetings are open to the public and we encourage public discussion. If you would like more information
about our meeting times and places, please contact the Selectmen's Office.

Respectfully Submitted,

Walter L. Durack

V

Chairman
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMElNfT
2005

The Board of Adjustment was
given the powers to

1)

REPORT

established through the adoption of the zoning ordinances and

hear and decide appeals due to administrative decisions, 2) issue "special use

permit," 3) grant "special exceptions" to the terms of the zoning ordinances, 4) grant waivers to the

zoning ordinances by "variance," and 5) grant "equitable waiver" caused by a violation of a physical
layout or dimensional requirement imposed by the zoning ordinance. The appeals for an administrative

commonly the result of non-issuance of a building permit due to the interpretation of the
zoning ordinances by the administrative officer or land use board, such as the Zoning Compliance
decision are

Officer, Planning

Board and/or the Board of Selectmen.

A "special use permit" and "special exception" are appeals for a particular land use permitted by
the zoning ordinance, but

must meet specific

Currently, the only use in the

criteria for the issuance

Town's ordinance which

of a permit or special exception.

requires a "special use permit" is for a junkyard.

A "variance" is a deviation from the zoning ordinance where the applicant requests to "break the rules."
A variance appeal is the most restrictive and requires a balance between the spirit of the ordinance and
the hardship to the owner.

physical layout or lot survey.

An

"equitable waiver"

constructed closer to the lot line and

now

an appeal

is

As an example, a recent

encroaches within the required

was not

able to seek an "equitable waiver" due to this error that
as, the

that results

from an error in a

lot's

survey of a property reveals that the building was
set

back.

The owner

will

be

the fault of the property owner, as long

conditions of RSA 674:33-a are met.

The appeals are heard by Board of Adjustment, which consists of five members, three alternate
members and a secretary. All Board members are appointed by the Board of Selectmen and serve in a
three-year volimtary position. The Board meets when specific application for an appeal is submitted and
operates under the bylaws as established by the Board.
During

this past year (2005), the

Board of Adjustment processed a record breaking twenty-four

(24) applications and held twenty-nine (29) Public Hearings and follow-up public meetings concerning

these appeals.

The zoning appeals consisted of four

(4) administrative appeals,

exceptions and seventeen (17) variances. Summaries of these appeals are as follows:

CASE NO.

(MONTm

seven (7) special

EPSOM BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2005

CASE NO.
(MONTH)

EPSOM BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2005

CASE NO.

EPSOM BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2005

CASE NO.

EPSOM BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2005

CASE NO.

EPSOM ZONING COMPLIANCE OFFICER REPORT
2005

PERMITS ISSUED

ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT
ADDITION COMMERCL\L
ADDITION RESIDENTIAL

1

22

BARN
BARN ADDITION
BUSINESS COMMERCIAL

2
2
7
2
9

BUSINESS IN HOME

CAR SHELTER
CHURCH
DECK

1

12

DEMOLITION

6

FIRE REPAIR

2

GARAGE
GAZEBO

18

MOBILE HOME
MOBILE HOME- REPLACE WITH NEWER
MOBILE HOME TEMPORARY
OCCUPANCY PERMIT

10

2
43

PORCH
RENEWAL
SCHOOL BUILDING
SHED
SIGN TEMPORARY
SIGNAL TOWER- ANTENNA

12

1

19
8

SIGNS
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE

.

SWIMMING POOL

6
39
6

TOTAL PERMITS ISSUED

230

YEAR THE NUMBER OF PERMITS ALLOWED FOR SINGLE FAMILY RESIDECES, PER
THE GROWTH ORDINANCE WAS 33, PLUS 6 CARRIED OVER FROM 2004, FOR A TOTAL OF
39 AVAILABLE. THERE WERE 39 PERMITS ISSUED. NO PERMITS WILL BE CARRIED OVER
THIS

FROM 2005.
IF

YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO PERMITS OR ZONING PLEASE CALL ME AT

THE OFFICE

736-9002.

JOHN F HICKEY
ZONING COMPLIANCE OFFICER.
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PLANNING BOARD
2005 REPORT

The Planning Board has had another very busy year during 2005.

We appreciate the

passage of the zoning revisions presented in March and everyone's continued support as

we attempt to

update the zoning regulations to be

impacts to the town. This

is

fair to

everyone, but also consider the

one of the most important items

for the

Board

to complete.

There have been many applicants before the Board that have taken a great deal of time.
We spend the time working with each applicant to benefit both the applicant and the
town. To enable the Board the time for these discussions we are scheduling one meeting
each month for review purposes with the second meeting for public hearings. Several
site

walks were taken. Members

making

decisions.

At times

it

The Board met with twenty-one
are people

who joined us

found these to be very beneficial in

gives you a different perspective of the property.
potential applicants for discussion purposes only. These

who have never submitted an application to

date.

subdivisions passed. Windsor Place, with 35 lots on North

There were fifteen

Road was

the only major

subdivision. Three boundary line adjustments and four non-residential site plan reviews

were heard and accepted. Several people came before the Board

to discuss

in-home

business use of their property.

would like to thank Michelle Bachelder, our secretary, who resigned this year.
welcome Darlene Mchitosh as the Board's new secretary. She is already
becoming a great asset for us.
I

I

would

like to

Finally,

I

would

like to take this opportunity to

extend

my appreciation to the members

who have willingly given of their time. Everyone has made
real efforts to work together and gather necessary data when extra information is needed.
They have consistently put in many hours besides the meetings scheduled. The time has
and alternates of the Board

come where
time for

Again,

all

The volunteer members do not have

additional assistance is needed.

the research

the

and review of plans required.

we thank the citizens

for

your support

in our efforts to

to live.

Respectfully submitted,

Betsy Bosiak, Chairman
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make Epsom a good

place

December

31, 2005

The Health Officer conducted the following inspections on behalf of the town.
The majority of inspections are associated with restaurants or other food
services.

However, the nature of Public Health

considerable amount of time and energy

Type of inspection

was

is

changing dramatically and a

directed to training.

EPSOM CEMETERY TRUSTEES
FINANCIAL REPORT
2005

10,000.00

Budget beginning balance:

Mowing

10,370.00

Tree and brush removal

300.00

Signs and posts

376.50
64.05

Fence maintenance

11,110.55

Total

Budget ending balance:

Electricity for

-1,110.55

pump house at McClary cemetery:

Lawrence and Cox Water Fund

62.16

Sale of plots:

To Trustee of Trust Funds

(perpetual care)

Trustees:

Chuck R. Miner Jr.
Gary

P.

Kitson

Sexton:

William E. Clark
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1

,200.00

CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
28 Commercial Street
internet: www.cnhrpc.org
fax: (603) 226-6023
phone: (603) 226-6020

in accordance with state law, the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
(CNHRPC) is a voluntary association of 20 communities in Memmack and Hillsborough Counties. The
Town of Epsom is a member in good standing of the Commission.

Established

improve, through education, training, and planning assistance, the ability
and implement municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective
and appropriate development and utilization of the resources of the region; and to assist municipalities in
carrying out the regional plan.

The Commission's mission

is

to

of the municipalities of the region to prepare

The Commission provides a variety of planning services, including consultations on planning issues;
planning research; sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; access to Census
information and other data sources; grant infomriation; review and comment on planning documents;
development review; and educational programs. Membership also entitles a community to affordable
master planning assistance, geographic information systems (GIS) mapping, build-out analysis
preparation, and other land use and transportation planning-related assistance.
In

2005,

CNHRPC staff:
Epsom

Improvements Plan, assisted

•

Completed the 2006-201

•

Assisted town with questions on performance bonds.

•

Prepared

digital

1

Capital

in

Plan adoption.

copies of old Master Plan and Capital Improvements Plan for archiving by the

Town.

In

•

Provided definitions for consideration

•

Assisted the Planning Board

•

Completed turn movement counts along

•

Provided

•

Held a Smart Growth workshop

traffic

in

in

zoning update.

updating the annual report for the Growth Management Ordinance.

NH 202

as requested by

NHDOT.

counts to the Town.
in

Town.

addition to the local services described above,

in

2005 the

Central

New Hampshire

Regional Planning

Commission:
•

Provided general local planning assistance to member municipalities and responded to inquiries
regarding zoning ordinance, subdivision regulation, and site plan review regulation revisions.

•

Coordinated sub-regional workshops related to Planning Board process and general land
use/transportation planning issues.

•

Coordinated three meetings of the

The R2C2 seeks

CNHRPC

to bring representatives of

Regional Resource Conservation Committee (R2C2).
each of the region's communities together to work on

conservation issues that affect the overall region.
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•

•

Conducted approximately 165
Finalized the update of the

and
•

participated

in

traffic

counts throughout the region.

FY 2007-2016 Regional

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Year Transportation Improvement Plan.

the development of the Statewide 10

Continued the development of the natural resources and transportation chapter of the Regional
Plan.

CNHRPC Transportation Advisory Committee

•

Organized and hosted three meetings of the

•

Continued to maintain and improve the regional transportation model. The transportation model is
an integral component of the 1-93 Bow to Concord Transportation Planning Study and other local
and regional transportation planning projects.

•

Provided assistance to municipalities, groups and interested individuals regarding the
Transportation Enhancements (TE) and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) programs.

•

Developed a Class 6 roads

fact

(TAC).

sheet and provided guidance related to Class 6 road issues to

interested communities.
•

Provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory Committee
(UMRLAC) and assisted in the initiation of the UMRLAC Management Plan update.

For additional information, please contact the CNHRPC staff, your representatives
Elizabeth Bosiak, or visit us on the intemet at www.cnhrpc.org.
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to the

Commission

The Executive Council of the State of

m

•

'

State House,

Concord,

New

Hampshire

NH 03301
Governor John H. Lynch
Councilor

Peter

J.

Councilor District

Raymond

Councilor Peter

Spaulding

J.

S.

Burton, District

Spaulding, District

One

Two

Councilor Ruth L. Griffin, District Three

Two

Councilor

Raymond

J.

Wieczorek, District Four

Councilor Debora B. Pignatelli, District Five

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL REPORT
2005 was art exciting year, as well as a year of change, in the executive branch of
Nev^ Hampshire state government. John Lynch was inaugurated as oiu: new Governor
in January and had an immediate impact on the state with his "easy-going" and bipartisan approach to the political process.
The New Hampshire Executive Cotmdl is a body consisting of five individuals'
who are elected from single member districts. Each district consists of approximately
220, 000 citizens. The district I represent stretches from Milton, Somersworth and
Rochester on the Maine border, through Concord, Frankhn and New London in the
central part of the state, to Walpole and Chesterfield on the Vermont border. The
Executive CotmcU's two main responsibilities are to approve, by majority vote, and
appointment the Governor wants to make to public office- from judicial appointees, to
state department heads, to members of boards and commissions to which New

Hampshire

residents voltmteer their services.

Two outstanding appointments, in my

Lynch made and the Coimcil confirmed this past year, were Dr.
Coinmissioner of Education and Kelly Ayotte as Attorney General.

opinion, that Governor

Lyonel Tracey as

During 2005, the Governor and Council dealt with the implementation of the EZpass system for our tiunpikes. After a ntmiber of difficult decisions, we were able to
implement the new system and had well over 200, 000 E-Pass transponders in use. This
means that the turnpike system will be in solid financial shape and we should soon be
able to make needed improvements to the Spaulding Turnpike in Rochester as well as
future improvements to the Everett Turnpike in Concord. In 2005, the Cotmcil
presented its recommendations to the Governor for upgrades to the Ten Year Highway
Plan. The Governor will then submit the plan to the legislature for adoption. My only
regret is the slow progress in building the Manchester Airport Access Road.
Another responsibility of the Governor and Coimcil, is to consider the requests
pardons that may be submitted to us for approval. In July, the Governor and
Coimcil unanimously denied the pardon request of Pamela Smart for the murder of her
husband.

for

The Executive Council deals with a variety of state issues, as well as hundreds of
appointments to state positions, most of them voluntary, every year. If you have any
problems, questions or want to be considered for a position please do not hesitate to
03301. Tel. 271-3632.
contact me at The State House, Room 207, Concord,

NH

:

Respectfully submitted,
Peter

Councilor Peter

J.

Spaulding

•

386 Gage

Hill

Road, Hopkinton,
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J.

Spaulding

NH 03229

•

603-746-2670

•

Fax 603-226-4364

UNH Cooperative Extension - Merrimack County
One in four New Hampshire residents took advantage of at
Hampshire Cooperative Extension program last year.

least

one University of New

Our programs offer non-formal education in parenting, family finances, food safety,
home gardening, 4-H (including clubs, camps, special interest programs and after school
programs) for children and teens, nutrition education for low income families and lifeskill development for welfare recipients. Merrimack County Extension staff provides
education to forest landowners and commercial farmers that helps keep their enterprises
profitable, while preserving

important to community

open space and protecting

members because

studies

natural resources. This

show

that

is

open space helps keep

property taxes low.

Merrimack County extension educators
districts

—organizing and advising

groundskeepers maintain athletic

also

work

extensively with towns and school

after-school programs, helping school

and town

landscaped areas, and town forests, as well as
providing guidance to commimity boards on current use and other land use issues.
fields,

Merrimack County Extension provides fact sheet notebooks
produces monthly "Coffee Chat" radio segments on

to all

town

libraries

and

WKXL radio, which offer

information to residents throughout the station's listening area.

UNH Cooperative Extension operates a statewide toll-free Info Line at our Family, Home
& Garden Education Center, staffed Monday through Friday, 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
(1-877-398-4769). Last year, the Info Line handled more than 800 requests from
Merrimack County residents. Extension also distributes a wide range of information from
our Web site: www.extension.unh.edu.
Finally,

UNH Cooperative Extension frains and supports a large corps of volunteers: 4-H

leaders, master gardeners, wildlife coverts,

community

free stewards,

water quality
many domains of

monitors, and others

who extend the reach of Extension programs

New Hampshire life.

If volunteer opportunities interest you, please call

into

County Extension office at 225-5505 or 796-2151, or stop by the office
Webster Highway in Boscawen next to the County Nursing Home on
Route 3.
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Merrimack
at 315 Daniel

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF EPSOM
The Concord Regional

Visiting Nurse Association

Home

(CRVNA)

The following

health services to the residents of Epsom.

is

continues to offer comprehensive

a description of these services:

respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or chronic
and paraprofessional care so they may return to or remain

Care, services

ilhiesses that require skilled professional

in their

homes. Emphasis

is

on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the patient
Patients who receive services range from children who have a

within the least restrictive setting.

complex medical condition

to frail elders

who

require supportive assistance to stay in their

own

homes.
Hospice

services provide professional and paraprofessional services to the terminally

ill

patient

enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life by
Emphasis is on pain and symptom
comfort and dignity.
helping he/she remam at home
management and skilled intervention to meet the patient's special physical, emotional and spiritual
with a limited

life

expectancy.

The goal

is

to

m

needs.

CRVNA' s

Hospice House provides

residential care to terminally

caregiver or need a supported residential setting.

House when a caregiver
house has provided a

is

exhausted and unable to care for them

home to

ill

patients

who have no

primary

Often patients are transferred into the Hospice

approximately 700 terminally

ill

at

home any longer. To

date, this

residents.

rnmmiinity Health services include health education, health maintenance and preventive health
services. The program includes preventive care, aduh and senior health, child health, Baby's First
Homecoming, immunizations for all ages, supportive services to school districts parent education
and support, health education and nutritional counseling.
includes health promotion services which focus on the low and marginal
income families and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for
health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness
and/or disability, and by anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Emphasis is on promoting
healthy children, families and individuals through early intervention and health teaching. Services
rendered in the clinic setting are: child health, aduU screening, and immunizations. Home visits are

Community Health

made

in crisis situations or

when needed

health care cannot be given in the clinic.

services are provided at congregate housing

Over

the past

two years Senior Health

Senior health

sites.

Clinics have expanded to reach out to seniors

require a monthly check by a nurse of their blood sugar,

management. The expansion of these services was

who may

blood pressure, and/or diabetes

in response to the decrease in

Medicare services

to seniors.

Professional and paraprofessional hourly
basis.

home

services are provided

Health education and instruction are part of each

home

visit

on a private

or clinic

fee-for-service

visit.

Anyone in Epsom may request service: patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or neighbor.
The nurse who completes an assessment vwll coordinate with the patient's physician a plan of care
to meet the patient's specific needs. If the patient does not have a physician the nurse will assist the
patient to identify one and schedule a visit. The agency has developed a program with the NHDartmouth Family Practice Residency Program to coordinate a house call visit by a resident to a
frail

elder's

home who

is

unable to leave his/her home.

Annual Report

Town of Epsom

A call to Concord Regional
start services

to

or

A

5:00pm.

make
nurse

Visiting Nurse Association (1-800-924-8620)

The

inquiries.
is

on

twenty-four hours a day.

call

is all

that

is

necessary to

CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from 7:30am
The On-Call Nurse can be reached by

calling 1-800-924-8620.

Federal regulations specify a charge
vsdthout health insurance and/or

who

is
is

applicable to

all visits.

regulations require a financial statement be completed

community health services are provided

to residents

subsidize those visits that are scaled or that

no fee

This agency

and

is

a

is certified

Fees are scaled for the individual

However, to fee scale, federal
by the patient or responsible person. The
often times free of charge. Town monies

unable to pay the

full

charge.

is collectible.

as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed

by the

member agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.

Total visits

made during October

1,

2004 through September

30, 2005:

State

of New Hampshire,

.

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
Epsom, NH

OF:

BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24

Appropriations and Estimates of

Revenue

or Fiscal Year

for the

Ensuing Year January

From

1,

2006 to December

31,

2006

^to

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1

RSA 32:5

applicable to

all

municipalities.

Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.

area.

This
2.

Hold at least one public hearing on

this

budget.

When

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
3.

at the

This form

address below.

was posted with

the warrant on (Date):

/-o?7-/9<^

BUDGET COMMITTEE

-r L^^^^7^.j^2:z

^nCjL

THIS

IL;<J(<-

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT

FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
MS-7
Rev. 08/05
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Budget

-

Town/City of _ Epsom, NH_

2
1

Budget

-

Town/City of

Epsom, NH_

FY 2006

2
Warn
ACCT.#

SOURCE OF REVENUE

Art.#

BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating

(RSA
I

VERSION

#1:

Use

if

Total

Increase)

& 32:21)

you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs|

LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL

1.

10% Maximum

32:18. 19.

RECOMMENDED

Budget MS7. 27. or 37)

UNIT:

Town of Epsom

by Budget

Comm. (See

FISCAL YEAR END 13^31/06

Posted

2005

TOTAL PAYMENTS
160,560.56

Executive Office
Election

& Registration

41,303.89
123,790.32

Financial Administration

Revaluation of Property

66,960.00

Legal Expense

21,245.76

Worker's

Comp &

18,254.74

Sec. 125

20,938.62

Planning Board

8,473.18

Zoning Board of Adjustment
Zoning Compliance Officer

32,107.25

General Government Buildings

49,638.00
11,105.68

Cemeteries
Police Department

396,507.65

Fire/ Ambulance

316,839.36

Department

Emergency Management

2,031.71

Highway Department

542,543.76

Solid Waste Disposal

164,621.29

Water

4,000.00

Health Administration

5,503.03

488.12

Pest Control
Visiting

5,000.00

Nurse Association

4,162.00

Community Action Program
Welfare Administration

12,235.30

Welfare Vendors

24,014.98

Park

& Recreation

21,621.03

94,932.00

Library
Patriotic Services

1,001.73

Band

2,000.00

Conservation

7,825.00

Debt Service

58,963.83
2,800.00

Capital Outlay

781,776.00

County Taxes

3,994,323.00

School Appropriation
Transfer to Capital Reserve

200,000.00

Transfers to Treasurer

196,365.86

Refunds

& Abatements

25,098.64
31,500.32

Payments from Capital Reserve
Payments from Escrow

128,267.12
18,605.59

Payments from Grants
Payments from Bond Proceeds

250,000.00

Refunds of Over Payments

25,905.08

Payments for Retired Insurance

22,784.02

Payments from Encumbered Funds

10,450.75

Payments to Vital Records
Payments

to State-Dog/Filing

1,944.00

2,426.87

Fees

Repairs paid from Insurance

2,849.95

TOTAL PAYMENTS

7,913,765.99

93

2005

TOWN REVENUE BY DEPARTMENT
TAX COLLECTOR

Report of Town Treasurer
$

Building Permits

47,020.00

Occupancy Permit

550.00

Sign Permits
Business Permits

465.00

Planningboard

290.00

& Zoning

22,3 1 5.00

ZBA

7,680.00

Junk Yard Permits

150.00

Pistol Permits

350.00

Food License
Food License Fines

4,925.56

190.00

Zoning Fines

430.00

$

84,365.56

Dawn Blackwell, Town Clerk
2005
2005
2005
2005

Ucc

Auto Permits

$ 749,348.29

Dog Tax State
Dog Tax
Dog Fines

2,394.50

4,255.50

223.00
2,925.00

Filings

Municipal Fees

14,595.50

Fees

2,508.00

Title

Mailing Fees

1,557.00

Marriage Fees State
Marriage Fees Town

1

196.00

Vital Records State
Vital Records

,064.00

880.00

Town

464.00

Misc. Tax

207.26
975.00

Civil Fort.

$ 781,593.05

Dawn Blackwell, Tax Collector
Prior

Year Redeemed Tax

Current Yr.

Redeemed

$

Redeemed Tax

Interest

45,752.28
90,467.39

& Costs

16.794.90

$ 153,014.57

95

71

Prior
Prior

Year Property Tax
Year Interest

$ 34 1 , 1 6 1 .00

28,955.81

Other Interest
Prior

1,824.10

Year Current Use Tax

8.800.00
$ 380,740.91

2005 Property Tax
2005 Current Use
2005 Yield Tax

$ 5,761,933.17
1 38,230.00
13,814.72

Excavation Tax

1 1 1

.48

$ 5,914,089.37
State

of NH

Shared Rev. Block Grant
Highway Block Grant

35,577.00

$

1 1 1

Rooms & Meals Tax
St.

,775.4

160,5 1 3.24

Grant Reim.

1

0,595.38

Forest Fire Reim.
State

88.63

Town Fines

1

State Witness Fees

,

1

75 .00

3.355.65

$

323,080.31

$

9,667.64

Miscellaneous Receipts

Payment

in Lieu

of Taxes

Town Office Revenue

4, 1 4 1 .64

Ambulance Revenues

1

Franchise Income

NSF

40, 1 22.00

21,845.07

Charge

235.00

Tax Deeded Property
Interest on Checking

8,289.62

59,098.86

Court Fines

1,614.50
3,495.00
350.00

Police Reports

Rent of Fire Station

Webester Park Rev.
Reim. Health his.
Escrow Accounts
Reim. Welfare
Police Dept. Revenue

8 1 5 .00

22,171.30
1

28,287. 1

6,762.40
3 1 ,85 1 .00

96

11, Mill

Boat Tax

PD
FD

Sale of Property

Misc. Revenue

3,575.00

40.24

DWI Grant PD

5,348.60

Filing Fees

16.37

Homeland Security
Paramedic Revenue
Morrison Account Town

3,536.36
15,500.00

6,150.00

325.00

Misc. Police Fines
Ins.

For Damaaged Items Reim.
Town Office Debts

8,672.94

Eagle Projects

1,800.00

Flood

490.75

& Haz Mat Rev.

1

Prepaid Expense

144.00

Pay off Welfare Loans
Capital Project

5,936.76

Fund Library

250,000.00

Refund Taxes
Overpayment (Refund) Town Clerk
Overpayment (refund)
Transfer Capital Reserve

2,879.00
1

103.327.94

TOTAL AVAILABLE RECEIPTS

906,219.05

$

Balance brought forwarded Jan. 2005
Less Selectmens Orders
1

,

6.00

22,058.58
$

CASH ON HAND JANUARY

0,483 .04

8,543,102.82
2,850. 183.25
-

2006

$

Respectfully submitted

Paula S. Smith

Town Treasurer
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7.913.765.99
3,479,520.08

Conservation Fund
Balance on

Hand January

1

,

2005

Interest

Deposits

Balance in Fund

Balance on

Hand January

1,

2005

1,

2005

1,

2005

1,

2005

1,

2005

1,

2005

Interest

Deposits

Balance in Fund

Balance on

Hand January

Interest

Balance in Fund

Balance on

Hand January

Interest

Balance in Fund

Balance on

Hand January

Interest

Balance in Fund

Balance on

Hand January

Interest

Balance in Fund

Balance on

Hand January

Interest

Balance in Fund

Escrow Account ATC Realty

Hand January

Balance on

1 ,

2005

$

658.24

$

668.56

10.32

Interest

Balance in Fund

Escrow Account Conservation Reserve Fund

Hand January

Balance on

1,

2005

$

15,483.84

$

15,726.90

243.06

Interest

Balance in Fund

Escrow Account C

Hand January

Balance on

1,

& D Realty

2005

927.09
14.55

Interest

Balance in Fund

941.64

Woodcoat Estates
Hand January

Balance on

1,

2005

753.16
5.93

Interest

Withdrawal

161.50

Balance in Fund

597.59

Tamchar Range Road Subdivision
Hand January

Balance on

1,

2005

679.35
10.69

Interest

Balance in Fund

690.04

Surry
Balance on

Hand January

1,

Road Account

2005

(807.36)

Interest

80.89

Deposit

6,500.00

Withdrawal

9.276.20

Balance in Fund

(3,502.67)

Graystone Builders
Balance on

Hand January

1,

2005

$

Interest

509.41

91.27

Deposits

18,558.41

Withdrrawal

-

Balance in Fund

$

99

20.909.93
(1,750.84)

StiMwater Account
Balance on Hand January

1,

2005

$ 20,000.00
388.44

Interest

45,000.00

Deposits

Withdrawals
Balance in Fund

$ (2,380.37)

Epsom
Balance on Hand January

67768.81

-

1,

21^*

Century

2005

$

858.92

$

872.40

$

283.98

$

283.98

13.48

Interest

Balance in Fund

Water
Balance on Hand January

1,

Feasibility

2005

4.39

Interest

Balance in Fund

Epsom
Balance on

Hand January

1,

Historical

2005

$

6,469.46
101.55

Interest

Balance in Fund

$

6,571.01

Canterbury Cove
Deposit 2/05

5,000.00

$

Deposit 5/05

7,000.00

Interest

132.67

Withdrawal
Balance in Fund

-

4,621.93

$

FHS Consulting

Service

Deposit 5/05

7.510.74

Deermeadow
$

4,000.00

Interest

46.16

Withdrawal
Balance in Fund

-

$

100

2.999.81
1,046.35

NH Campground Association
Deposit 11/05
Interest

Withdrawal
Balance in Fund

REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE CITY/TOWN OF
Please duplicate these pages

Date of
Creation

if

you need additional

lines.

EPSOM, NH

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31 2005
,

"PRINCIPAL*"

5

2005

EMPLOYEE WAGES

SELECTMEN
Mary

WELFARE OFFICER

Frambach

E.

Peter P. Bosiak

Clermont

Julie A.

$ 1 ,922. 1

Lisa Cote

$1,922.15

Patricia

$8,461.60

Hickey

$2,703.90

FIRE

$1,922.15

JohnHickey
Joni-Lynn Kitson

$1,922.15

Larry Barton

$ 1 ,922.

Richard Bilodeau

$14,440.00

Deborah Black

$40,463.95

1

RECORDING SECRETARY
Dianne Bird

$77.93

Elizabeth Bosiak

DEPARTMENT

$4,553.05

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

$800.00

Bryan Bruce

$5,760.00

Derek Carignan

$500.00

Joel Dail

$400.00
$250.00

Faith Duclos

$19,206.96

Dion DeCarli

Barbara Pellegri

$32,7 8.42

Ron Delgado

$800.00

Phillip Demeritt

$500.00

1

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Nancy Wheeler

$34,028.81

TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Dawn E.

Blackwell

Lisa Cote, Deputy

James Dodge

$680.00

Thomas Ferguson

$36,053.60

Joel French

$11,721.60

Jesse Gayer

$2,445.00

$35,042.30

$60.00

Floyd Graham

Marcia Crouse
Shirley

Demers

Barbara Smith

$17,831.33

$259.75

Jacob Hanscom

$610.00

$259.75

Sara Hardy

$812.50

$259.75

Steve Hussey

$810.00

Margaret Findlay

$51.95

Adam Morris

$3,102.50

Jeanne Foster

$51.95

Sonia Noyes

$51.95

Matthew Moulton
David Palermo

Carolyn Patterson

$25.98

Bruce Porter

Maurice Patterson

$25.98

Edward Roy

TREASURER
$2,727.38

TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
$233.78

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Benjamin Selleck

$ 1 00.00

Warren Virgin

$2,240.00

$5,097.50

POLICE DEPARTMENT

$ 1 ,870.20

Cecil Curran

$480.00

R. Stewart Yeaton

HEALTH OFFICER

Joseph Chaput
$4,363.80

ZONING COMPLIANCE
John Hickey

$672.50

$500.00

Jr.

Scott Severance

Beverly LaFleur

Deborah Black

$2,040.00

$837.50

Robert Sawyer,

Paula Smith

$40,646.38

$28,052.96

PLANNING/ZONING SECRETARY

$36,567.65

Cory Krochmal

$40,738.39

Joseph Lister

$23,390.93

Brian Michael

$49,692.96

Lawrence

Phillips

$4, 1

1

5.00

Michelle Bachelder

$1,714.46

Wayne

Preve

$49,228.86

Darlene Mcintosh

$2,105.67

GailQuimby

$26,391.06

Keith Yeaton

$27,571.28

Barbara Bristol

$11,039.60

Nancy

$27,461.19

Claris

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Gordon

Ellis

Dale Gregory

$5,855.98

Patrick Holland

Barbara Harkness

$1,550.19

Charles Jarest

Brenda Levesque

$5,317.00

HOUSEKEEPING
Cindy Houle

Elmer Palmer
Colt Perkins

$41,559.96

$20,653.14

$485.00
$48.00
$6,083.00

$1,490.22

TOTAL WAGES

104

$758,352.80

EPSOM PUBLIC LfflRARY ANNUAL REPORT 2005
The year 2005 has been momentous because construction of the new library building has begun!
2004 the town authorized using existing capital reserve, other funds, and monies to be raised privately,
in conjunction with appropriating $250,000 to fimd the building of a new library facility. A groundbreaking ceremony was held September 9, 2005 and attended by approximately 100 people. The library
wishes to particularly recognize the extremely generous donation made by the Yeaton family, and to
acknowledge the previous donation of land by the Steele family.
In

The Epsom Public Library expresses its deepest appreciation to the outstanding members of the Capital
Campaign and Building Committees who have given so generously of their time and expertise to make
the new building a reality. These people include Peter Arvanitis, Cheryl Arvanitis, Valerie Long, Bob
Paine, Bemadette Pelczar, Margaret Porter, Chris Porter, Priscilla Thompson, and Pat Wilcox. Jane
Hurst, a professional fundraiser living in Concord and Genella Barton McDonald an interior designer
living in Canterbury have continued to donate their consultation services. The Trustees want to especially
thank the Friends of the Epsom Public Library for their continued support on numerous levels.
However, our work
unexpected

site

is

not yet completed.

conditions and inflationary costs

interior furnishings for the

interior furnishings

new library,

The private Amdraising goal has been exceeded, but
means that additional fimds are required to complete the

llie original warrant article in

2004 did not include costs of
etc. The library construction

such as stacks, reading chairs, lighting, floor covering,

life of the building. The new library will
community meeting room for town use. Eighty-five percent of the total project cost has been
obtained. Please help with contributing to raise the remaining 1 5%.

plan includes elements that will result in savings across the
include a

be completed in 2006. The Epsom Public Library asks for continued
and public financial support to complete the new building which will be a valuable asset to the
Town of Epsom.
Facility construction will

individual

Library xisage continues to be strong, and video and audio materials remain very popular. Three
computers are available and widely used by the public, adults as well as students.

The Library continues to maintain an excellent and current
direction of the Library Director.
interlibrary loan system,

throughout the

collection,

The Epsom Public Library continues to

due to the professional

participate in the state

which gives residents access to extensive resources

at the State library

and

state.

The Library website continues to a primary mechanism for disseminating town information

as

well as library news.
Specialized children's programming continued with regular story-time and periodic arts and crafts
programs. Approximately 80 children participated in the summer reading program, called "Camp

Wannaread". The Library continues to partner with the
utilize the library.

105

Epsom Central School to encourage

students to

is indeed fortunate to have wonderful volunteers whose help is
of library services. There are a core group of six volunteers who give, on
average, more than ten hours weekly to library operations. Many other people offer assistance with
special projects. Volunteers - - thank you so much!

The Epsom Public Library

essential to the productivity

We remain extremely fortunate to have such a capable and dedicated staff, headed by Library
Director Nancy Claris. Staff members include Barbara Bristol, Dale Gregory, and Brenda Levesque.

On

behalf of Epsom residents, thank you for your professional competence and commitment to our town's
library.

The Trustees and the Staff of the Epsom Public Library wish to recognize the outstanding efforts
Harvey Haiimess has made as a Library Trustee for the past nine and a half years. Mr. Harkness recently
resigned from the Board of Trustees. He has been a strong advocate for the construction of a new library
which will serve the needs of the conomunity in the 21 century, articulating that a library is a primary
source of information and a center for community development and communication. He has been able to
contribute in all ways, fixjm helping with repairs to the front door, to being a liaison with the school, to
participating in private frmdraising efforts and to working toward a broad vision of the library as a
community connector, a resource for schools, a tool for adult professional and personal growth, and a
source of delight for all. Please join us in thanking him for his contributions.

The Trustees again extend our deep appreciation to all the individuals and businesses that have
made the new library possible and which have supported library services over the years. We ask the help
and support of Epsom residents in completing this library, which will a valuable asset to our community.
Joyce Heck
Secretary

Epsom

Public Library Trustees
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EPSOM PUBLIC LIBRAPvY
COLLECTION

2005

EPSOM LIBRARY APPROPRIATIONS BUDGET

LIBRARY BUILDING ACCOUNT - NHDIP
Beginning Balance

$30,932.38

Income
Interest

$

Ending Balance

883.72

$31,816.10

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS

New Library
New Library

Building Fund
Materials

$161,917.22 (as of 11/30/05)
$23,147.51 (as of 11/30/05)

Fund

MEMORIAL FLNDS
Jonathan Crafts Memorial Fund

$2,012.50
$5,771.76
$5,101.97

Memorial Funds
Anne Clark Memorial Fund

NON-LAPSING ACCOUNT
Beginning Balance

Epsom Library

Capital

Campaign Committee Report

For Town Report
Epsom, New Hampshire
Submitted by: Valerie Long. Chair,

Epsom

Campaign Committee

Library Capital

The New Structure
The new Epsom Public

Library is a 7,200 square foot wood framed one story traditional New
England designed building with a shingled roof and vinyl clapboard siding. The building has a
gabled entrance and two gabled wings that face the public access. The floor layout includes a
lobby, staff circulation desk, office and workroom, children's room, a public meeting room, and
building facilities. The building interior will be finished in painted drywall and wood trim with
acoustic ceilings and carpeted floor. The building will be heated with a hot water radiant floor
slab. An air conditioning system will also be provided.

The library trustees contracted with Milestone Engineering & Construction Inc. of Concord, New
Hampshire to be the construction manager. Milestone has obtained competitive bids from all
subcontractors and material supplies and has submitted a guaranteed

maximum

price

(GMP)

for

the project.

The project has received approval from the Epsom Selectmen. All project permits
The new Library is located behind the Old Town Hall off Route 4.

are in place.

The Fundraising Plan
From

the beginning, the

capital

Epsom

Library Capital

campaign, which incorporated elements

campaign timeline, campaign

Campaign Committee developed a systematic
critical to its success: a feasibility study,

strategic plan, table

of giving standards, involvement of the

Town

Selectmen, residents, businesses, and private foundations. In addition, a retired fimdraising
professional has donated her time to help us with our efforts.

Below

is

the time-line

Timeframe

we

established for our campaign.

June

-

July 2003

Committee Members
The Epsom Library Capital Campaign Committee members
Valerie Long, Chair

Nancy Claris, Library Director
Bobby Mongeon, Chair - Board of Trustees
Joyce Heck. Secretary - Board of Trustees
Leigh English. Board of Trustees
Peter Arvanitis

Cheryl Arvanitis
Chris Porter

Margaret Porter

Bob

Paine

Bemadette Pelczar
Priscilla

Thompson

Genella McDonald
Jane Hurst - Ex-Officio

Mary Frambach -

Representative from Selectman's Office

112

are:

NEW BUILDING CHECKING ACCOUNT
Beginning Balance

Epsom Conservation Commission Report 2005
In 2005, the

Epsom

Conservation Commission (ECC) was involved in

dredge and

many projects. The ECC

and wetlands projects (before you disturb,
develop, harvest, or alter the landscape, please contact the Town Office of the NH Department of
Environmental Services or Forestry). An ongoing ECC project is continued work on the McClary

reviewed applications, permits, and

Cemetery Fence, with more work

sites for

fill

be done in 2006. Please contact us

to

if you are interested in

helping

with this rewarding project.

We invite you to visit the Epsom Town Forest on Tarleton Road.

At the mailbox at the Epsom Town
you can pick up a map showing trails, features and points of interest. This year more
than 300 maps were distributed. Thanks to volunteer work details, trails and boundaries of the town
forest and other conservation lands were monitored and maintained. We invite you to join us on one of
our workdays in 2006.
Forest parking

lot,

Please consider joining the

ECC

as a

member

or volunteer. There are

many

conservation areas in our

town and we hope you explore these unique features of our community. If you are interested in
preserving the qualities that you value about NH, join the ECC! There were two guided hikes in the
Tovm Forest in 2005; please join us for a hike in 2006 (watch the Suncook Sun and Concord Monitor
for information).

upon themselves to pick up roadside trash. The ECC asks people to adopt
do cleanup at any time. For Earth Day (in April), BCEP will
accept roadside trash that is sorted but not clean. The town budget does not allow for routine roadside
clean-up, so it is up to us. Your reward is a better-looking, clean neighborhood. We thank those who
devote their energy to this effort each year and we encourage others to help out. We congratulate Linda
Elliot's fifth-grade class for volunteering to help with this project, and in appreciation, the ECC has
awarded the school a compost bin.

Many Epsom

residents take

it

a section of road they care about, and

ECC asks you to think of ways you can contribute to your community and the environment. In a
Epsom residents, 88% said that Epsom's small town rural character made it a desirable
place to live. How do you define "rural character?" It is the diversity of the land and the wide variety of
The

survey of 500
opportunities

it

offers us:

open

lands,

working farms, home gardens, healthy forests, abundant
ridgelines and vistas
a wide range of
these are some of the
recreational trails, scenic areas

— and mountains with panoramic
—country roads and

waterways and wetlands
plants, trees, and wildlife
features that give

Epsom

hills

its

for recreation: fishing, wildlife viewing, walking, hiking,

biking, snowmobiling, birding, tracking, canoeing,

Epsom

ECC

a special place to

So please get involved!

—

rural character.

The land and water provide opportunities
country skiing. The

—

thanks

all

who

swimming, boating, skating, snowshoeing, and

volunteer their time for community activities, and help

cross-

make

live.

Do what you can

to conserve the rural atmosphere

and character that people say

make Epsom a great place to live. Help us preserve and maintain these features. Contact any ECC
member for more information (Elsie Fife, Julie Clermont, Phil Demerritt, or Alison Parodi Eric Orff is
liaison to Bearpaw Regional Greenways and The Friends of the Suncook River).

—
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Webster Park Overview

for

2005

We started out 2005 with 2 Eagle Scouts working hard to complete their projects
In late January

place to the

Ryan Keeler and

new

his helpers

location near the pavilion.

moved
It

the old concession stand from

was loaded on a

in the park.
its

original

flatbed trailer and over the

snow to be placed on new footings and deck. Over the next several
months he reframed the walls, installed new Windows and doors. He also fundraised
$1 100.00 for the cost of the new metal roof as well as installing it. Ryan also received donated
of lumber from Barton lumber $200.00 for the floor.
As Ryan's Project wound down Brett Perry's project of the new concession stand began. Over
the next several months the building was framed, boarded, roofed and sided by Brett and his
helpers. Brett fiindraised $1800.00 to help with the cost of the building as well as getting
discount and donations for lumber from Barton lumber of over $1400.00 as well as last year
the cost the excavation work by Bartlett Construction & John Clouse of over $2800.00 and

frozen ground through the

Form Specials & Henniker Ready Mix of over $3300.00
We would like to thank all the people and businesses for their generosity and time to make
these Eagle projects come together for the park.
We had many reservations for the season, which included band concerts, 4-H Dog Show,
antique auto show, company outings, ball games, and family gatherings, among the few to
mention.

We installed a new Port-a-potty at the swimming area.
We are continuously caring for the existing trees at the park and removing any hazards to the
public with the help of Joe Davis at Bartlett Tree Experts.

Along with the outstanding job

being preformed by Denis Volpe, on maintaining the lawn care at the park and

swimming

area.

We would like to thank the following businesses for their continued support:
•

Fred Charlton (Master Electrician for overseeing in his spare time) for his continued
numerous hours working on the park electrical system and for keeping pace with the

Eagle projects wiring the

new consion

stand

for the use of various equipment to be
used around the park this summer and generous labor donation by Herb and John
Clouse on the installation of the holding tank for the concession stand.

owner of Bartlett Construction

•

Herb

•

Richard Frambach his time and materials to paint the old concession stand and help
with other projects.

•

Bartlett,

We want to thank the Old Home Day Committee for the generous donation of 8

new

picnic tables.
•

Barton Lumber for their continue support and donations of materials for our building
projects,

•

Ivan Rutherford for his endless hours of cleanup and maintenance around the park.

A special thank you for all the volunteers that helped with the preparations for Webster Park
this

season whether

Your support was

it

is

on the playground improvements or general park improvements.

greatly appreciated.
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WELFARE 2005

The Town has seen within

the time that I have been installed as the director, 54
have helped with a variety of situations. There have been cases of no
no food, the inability to maintain rents or mortgages or sometimes I have found a few

individuals of which
heat,

1

that just didn't realize

how to

allocate their expenses and just needed to be

shown how to

budget their money.

The Town was able

to give

out 21 Thanksgiving baskets to those in need as well as helping

twelve lucky children at Christmas time. This would not of been accomplished without
donations and help from the community.

The Welfare Department would also

like to thank all the various organizations involved
donate or help in so many different ways. Through all your
help we are able to clothe, feed, or provide sleeping space or even a shoulder to cry on. I may
be the Welfare Administrator elected to this position, but it truly is a community venture. I
have found many folks willing to step up to bat when called upon.

quietly in the background,

Thank you

who

for your support.

Respectfully submitted,

Lisa A. Cote

Welfare Administrator
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Community
Ly;

c^ctioti

Program

^

^Iknap—Merrimack Counties, L

Concord, NH 03302-1016
2 Industrial Park Drive
Toll Free (800) 856-5525
Fax (603)228-1898
Webwww.bm-cap.org

P.O.Box 1016
Phone (603) 225-3295

October

12,

2005

Board of Selectmen

Town

of Epsom

P.O.Box 10
Epsom, New Hampshire 03234
Dear Selectmen:
Funds for Community Action Program continue to be generated in many ways. Support for the Area
funded by local tax dollars. In this way, we can provide, through our Area Center, local service
delivery of our many programs as well as effective outreach, needs assessment and program development. If
we are to be effective in delivering services in your town, as well as others in our area, the Area Center is
vital. In the area of program development, I'd like to take a moment to thank you for your interest and
Center

is

support of our programs.

The attached budget

reflects

delineates the budget request for
level and services provided.

minimum

Epsom. This

costs of maintaining the

figure

is

Suncook Area Center.

It

also

determined by the local community participation

We all empathize and are well aware of the financial pressures and economic

problems of local communities. These same pressures and problems have and are constantly increasing the
for Community Action assistance and services to families and individuals with low
incomes. We will continue to work closely with your welfare officer to ensure the maximum availability of
our programs, as well as continue to mobilize any resources that become available to help serve your
community.

demand and need

In order to comply with specific requests for much more detailed and documented activities in the
Suncook Area Center, we have included a brief note on each of the programs with figures as to how many

people from

Epsom

participated in these programs.

We hope this makes our services clearer and as always, will be happy to answer any questions that
may arise. Thank you

for

your continued cooperation.

Therefore, on behalf of the Suncook

Community Action Area Center and

worth of
and
consideration of our services and submit the following recommendation from the Budget Committee: "To
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,328.00 for the continuation of services to the
low income residents of Epsom through the Suncook Area Center of the Community Action Program
Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc."
service dollars provided to residents of the

Town of Epsom,

I

the $379,274.49

respectfully request a formal review

Sincerely,

^i
Diane Moore, Area Director
Suncook Area Center

DM:enr / Attachments
AC-Suncook Area Center Town Funding

Letters

CONCORD
_ _
BELMONT
lT«THou«inq

267-9867
267-8801

BRADFORD
538.j^„

.

Concord Area TtansS.
Hor»=lio. Pond Plac.

WIOCSFP

FRANKLIN
22S«880

CentH

224.6492
225-9092
225-1989

EkMrly
Family Planning

223*956
225-2050

CDCriM
EPSOM
MemfowBrooKHousmg... 736*250

Haad

LACONIA
934.3444

_.._. 934-2161
_-...934-4151

Start

STDftflV Clinic.
Rlvereida Housing

-

93^4905

_

934-4905
934-5340

Cantsr

524.5512
52».5334
528-5334
524-7689

Family Planning

524«453

Prenatal

524-5453

STOmiV

Clinics

52**K3

KEARSARGE VALLEY
center-

._...._

Koarsarge Housing

Family Planning
Prenatal

STDMV ClUlica _

456-3398

Elderly
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ZZ!IL.I.~~ 279-5631

„....539-7552

Familv Planning

539-7552
539-7552

STD/HIV Clinics

DITTCCICI
i>
riiiariCLU
Elderty

Headstait

MEREDITH

__.456-2207

PLYMOUTH

OSSIPEE

Earty Haad Start
Elderty

HeadStaft

435*482

536-3584
536-3584

oi iM/»r.r>Lf
SUNCOOK
Center

485-7824

Elderly

4854254

_.435«i8

TILTON/NORTHFIELD

Community Action Program
Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc.

2006 SUNCOOK AREA CENTER
PROJECTED OPERATING RODGET

PERSONNEL
Area Center Director
Outreach Worker
Temporary Office Clerk (36 wks

$ 28,509
2 1 ,294
at

25

hrs.

per wk.)

Payroll Taxes/Fringe Benefits

Sub-Total:

OTHER COSTS
Program Travel 9,000 miles x

.32

7,650
23,866

$81,319

SUMMARY OF SERVICES 2005
PROVIDED TO
EPSOM RESIDENTS
BY THE SUNCOOK AREA CENTER
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.
UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

VALUE

COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD

PROGRAM is a nutritJon program that offiers
participants free nutritious foods to

supptement
The program selves children
under six years of age, women during pregnancy
and up to 12 months alter the birth of their baby.
Value $22.00 per unit. *(An individual may not be
enrolled in both the WIC Program and CSFP but a
family may have members on both programs.)
their daily diet

PACKAGES-363

PERSONS-30

$

4,986.00

MEALS-896

PERSONS-67

$

5,662.72

MEALS-7568

PERSONS-43

$ 47,829.76

RIDES-428

PERSONS-42

$

MEALS-23,289

PERSONS-1109

$116,445.00

CONGREGATE MEALS- All elders are
welcome

to our

congregate meal

sites/

Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activities

and special events.

Value $6.32 per meal.

MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides the delivery of
nutritionally

balanced hot meals to homebound
days per week.

elderty or adult residents five

Value $6.32 per meal

RURAL TRANSPORTATION provides regularly
scheduled demand response to and from towns
in Belknap and Menimack Counties to medical
and professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal sites. Value $6.75 per ridership.

2,889.00

EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up to
five

days of food for people fadng temporary
crisis. Value $5.00 per meal.

food

FUEL ASSISTANCE
eligible

income
help with energy costs

Is

households to

available to

during the prime heating season. Priority

is

given

and disabled. The average benefit
2004-05 program was $564.00.

to the elderly
for the

ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE program

is

SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM

provkles

APPLICATIONS-110 PERSONS-218

$ 74,332.42

a statewide
program funded by all electric rate payers which
provides a specific tier of discount from 15% to
90% on electic bills for income eligible

HOUSEHOLDS-93

friendly visiting

and respite services

for

home-

bound

elderly. Income eligible seniors (60+)
serve as companions. Value to companions
includes mileage, weekly stipend ($5.74 per
hour). Value to visitees is comparable to similar

private sector services($5.74 per hour).

HOURS-957

VISITEES-3

$

VOUCHERS-528

PERSONS-44

$ 23.728.32

5,493.18

WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides
specific food to

supplement

nant or nursing

women as well as

daily diet of preg-

children under

Partidpants receive medical/nutritional
screening, counseling and education. Value

live.

indudes value of vouchers and dinical services
at $44.94 per unit.

EPSOM.XLS
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UNITS OF SERVICE

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

WEATHERiZATION

improves the energy
efficiency of income eligible households.
Supplemental program also Includes furnace
replacement.water heater replacement and
roof repair. Value includes average material
and labor.

HOMES-2

PERSONS-3

HOURS-2650

PERSONS-2

$ 23,929.50

RIDES-189

PEOPLE-7

$

VISITS-2

PERSONS-1

$

HOUSEHOLDS-5

JOBS-18

SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOY-

MENT PROGRAM provides

income

eligible

seniors with meaningful training and employment
experiences within community based non-profit
agencies. Seniors are paid for twenty hours of

work weekly

until

employment

is

appropriate unsubsidlzed

found.

TRANSPORTATION

provides regulariy

scheduled demand response to Concord from
towns in Belknap and Memmack Counties to
medical and professional facilities, shopping
centers, and congregate meal sites. Value $11.42
per ridership
2.158.;

USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS foods are now
and
kitchens on a quarterly basis. These pantries
and soup kitchens service all in need, not
distributed directly to local food pantries

just

town residents.

FAMILY PLANNING

provides confidential, comp-

rehensive gynecological care, including complete

medical examinations, breast exams.

smears, pregnancy

Pap

testing, birth control

and

ounseling.

255.00

HEAD START Is

a child development program
serving children before they enter public school.
Classroom and in-home learning services are
provided for both chiWren and their families.
Value $8000 per chiU.

THE

FIXIT

PROGRAM mobilizes volunteers,
such as plumbers
eWerty clients with small

especially skilled occupations

and electricians, to
household repairs.

assist

GRAND TOTAL
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL-CAP

provides
utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counseling as well as referrals for housing, transportation

and

ottier life

concerns.

These support/advocacy

services are not tracked.

EPSOM.XLS
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$379,274.49

BCEP

Solid

Waste

District

www.bcepsolidwaste.com

A Message from the District Committee
The Committee has avoided

upcoming

increasing taxes for the

increased since 1999.

2005 saw a decrease

in recycling

revenue.

While each town's
by the District haven't

year, 2006.

share has changed sHghtly do to population changes, the total taxes collected

Although not dramatic,

it

reflects a

decrease in scrap metal and fibers fi"om amounts received the previous year.

During 2005 the District purchased a new roll off truck and a new Bobcat skid steer. Both pieces
of equipment were paid for without the requirement for debt or lease payments.
Repairs and
improvements were accomplished at the rear of the building around the canister area. These repairs
addressed concrete wear and EPA storm water concerns.

of closing the old 'landfill'. You will note that no
Over the last several years, the District Committee has
funded a reserve account for the purpose of accomplishing the closure. Funds will come fi-om this
reserve account and there will be no impact on taxes, at least for 2006.
For 2006, the

District will start the process

fimds are budgeted in 2006 for the project.

The District Committee would like to take this opportunity to give a special thanks to the Victory
Workers 4-H club. Since the facility was built (1998), the club has planted and maintained the flowers
and shrubs at the front of the office area. The shrubs and flowers add a pleasant touch to the facility, for
both the public and the stafl".

Comments from the public are always welcome. The District Committee meets the last
Thursday of each month (except Nov. & Dec.) at the District facility at 7:00 PM. The Public is invited.
Tonnage Comparisons
Garbage
Demolition
Tires

Total Waste

Cardboard

Newspaper
Mixed Paper
Aluminum Cans
Tin Cans

1999

2000

2001

2,468.5

2,315.1

2,134.6

696.7

853.7

743.2

654.8

73.4

73.8

55.3

3,238.6

3,242.6

2,933.1

196.2

271.2

2003

2004

2005

2,124.2

2,300.3

2,311.2

875.0
48.6

1,253.2

1,108.6

85.2

63.4

11.1

2,783.7

3,047.8

3,616.9

3,497.5

2002

205.9

181.6

198.7

169.4

173.2

165.3

138.9

153.4

124.1

104.2

705.6

392.0

135.6
251.2

120.3

210.6

268.4

288.3

287.6

17.8

14.8

20.0

38.2

15.0

17.5

14.9

60.1

46.7

55.0

81.8

33.5

27.8

43.1

Plastic

45.9

52.0

76.8

63.0

57.6

54.5

61.9

Auto Batteries

32.9

9.1

8.5

14.2

30.2
530.1

Scrap Metal
All Other Materials

Tons Recycled
Total Tons Shipped

0.0

491.1

600.9

579.3

558.3

599.4

71.1

66.9

75.2

107.5

88.9

61.1

97.2

799.9

1 796.3

1.587.7

1.452.4

1.370.9

L 3 42.1

1.312.2

5.038.9

4.520.8

4.236.1

4.418.7

4.959.0

4.182.4

4.038.5

* Batteries included with scrap metal for

Tax Benefit

2004 forward

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Recycling Revenue

42,432.23

97,510.15

54,181.34

76,692.71

102,817.50

133,579.32

111,681.21

Avoided Tipping Fees
Total Tax Savings

48,839.04

56,418.29

63,589.50

58,322.73

60,945.00

55,702.5

56,447.95

$91,271.27

$153,928.44

$117,770.84

$135,015.44

$163,762.50

$189,281.82

$168,129.16

Trivia:

Annual cost

in taxes to operate the Disft-ict for
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2006

is

$36.93 per resident.

1

B.C.E.P. Solid

Waste

District

towns of

Barnstead - Chichester 1

5 Laconia

Tel:

Epsom - Pittsfield

Road - P.O. Box 426 - Pittsfield,

NH 03263-0426

(603) 435-6237 - Fax (603) 435-7258
www.bcepsolidwaste.com

December

16,

2005

Town of Epsom
Board of Selectmen
P.O.

Box

Epsom,

10

NH

03234

Dear Board Members:

Below is your FY 2006 apportionment and payment schedule for the B.C.E.P. Solid Waste
As soon as 2005 actual revenues & expenditures have been finalized we will forward the
budget to you for publication in your Town Report.
District.

Please note that the

first

installment is due

on or before January

10, 2006.

Apportionment
Town

Percentage
28.5314

*Population
4,482
2,469

Barnstead
Chichester

Epsom

15.7171

91,189.86
164,392.89

4307

28.3341
27.4174

15,709

100.0000

580,194.99

4,451

Pittsfield

Totals
*Populations are 2004 Estimates by the

Amount
165,537.84

NH Office of Energy and Planning, based on the 2000 U.S.

159.074.40

census.

Payment Schedule
Barnstead

Chichester

Epsom

Pittsfield

01/10/2006

47,804.02

26,333.81

47,473.38

45,937.51

04/01/2006

39,244.60

21,618.68

38,973.16

37,712.29

07/01/2006
10/01/2006

39,244.60

21,618.68

38,973.16

37,712.29

39.244.62

21.618.69

38.973.19

37.712.31

165,537.84

91,189.86

164392.89

159,074.40

Date Due

Totals
Sincerely,

Earl H. Weir
District Administrator

Solid Waste

Management and Recycling
122

Budget
of the

B.C.E.P. Solid Waste District
PO Box 426 -

1

15 Laconia

Road

-

Pittsfield,

NH 03263-0426

(603) 435-6237

For the year ensuing, January

This

is

1,

2006

to

December 31, 2006

a true copy of the Budget Committee's recommendations for the ensuing year, 2006.

^^

Epsom

^ g,-tC

This

is

on December

a true copy of the 2006 Adopted Budget of the B.C.E.P. Solid Waste District as adopted
15, 2005, with Expenditures of $793,394.99, Non tax Revenue of 213,200.00 and Tax

Revenue of 580,194.99.

U..Y^^
P-^i^
Epsom

Rittsfield

(J)

B.C.E.P Solid Waste District Committee

This

is

a true copy of the 2006 budget of the B.C.E.P. Solid Waste District,
^'

^flC'C''

'

'=^

B.C.E.P. Solid Waste District Administrator
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attest:

B.C.E.P. Solid

Waste

District

FY 2006
Adopted Budget
Current Year

Demolition Fees

05 Adopted

05

05 Over

Budget

Actual

(Under)

B.C.E.P. Solid

Waste

District

FY 2006
Adopted Budget
Current Year

Accounting Fees
Payroll

Expenses

Ensuing Year

05

05 Over

Actual

(Under)

06 Budget

06 Adopted

Budget

B.C.E.P. Solid

Waste

District

FY 2006
Adopted Budget
Current Year

05 Over
(Under)

Electronics Disposal

B.C.E.P. Solid

Waste

District

FY 2006
Adopted Budget
05 Adopted

Liability

Insurance

05

05 Over

Actual

(Under)

EPSOM VILLAGE DISTRICT
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSfflRE 03234

OFFICERS

David R. Bird, Commissioner

Term Expires 2006

Gary P. Kitson, Commissioner

Term Expires 2007

Kevin Reeves, Commissioner

Term Expires 2008

Joni Kitson, Treasurer
Joni Kitson, Clerk

Term Expires 2006

Alan Quimby, Moderator

Term Expires 2006
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EPSOM VILLAGE DISTRICT
TREASURER'S REPORT

JANUARY

1 -

DECEMBER 31

,

2005

OPENING BALANCE: January 01, 2005

$28,474.24

REVENUE
Checking Account

Interest

forDec 2003

$3.26

4,000.00

Hydrant Rental
Interest

Checking Account

8.79

Miscellaneous Income

1,025.00

Reimbursed Expenses
Revenue Sharing

1,117.29

415.00

Water Usage

122,332.24

TOTAL REVENUE

$128,901.58

$157,375.82

EXPENDITURES
Billing

and Finance

5,460.00

Electric

8,391.62

Heat

2,102.19

Hydrant Maintenance

0.00

Insurance

1,410.49

Lab Testing

1,544.00

Land Aquisition

0.00

Long Term Debt Interest

875.00

Long Term Debt Principal

3,500.00

36.779.09

Materials
Office

Expenses

1,068.67

Officer Salaries

1,700.00

Operator Contract

45,240.00

Professional Fees

0.00

Reimbursable Expenses

3,404.18

Repairs/Maintenance

3,187.69

Tank Maintenance Fund

2,000.00

Telephone

1.248.00

Water System Update Fund

0.00

ENDING BALANCE: December 31, 2005

$117,910.93

$39,464.89
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EPSOM VILLAGE DISTRICT
TREASURER'S REPORT CAPITAL RESERVE

JANUARY

1 -

DECEMBER 31,

OPENING BAUNCE: January 01 2005
REVENUE

$0.00

,

Transfer from Trustee of Trust
Interest

2005

Fund

$45,065.03

Checking Account

$810.00

TOTAL REVENUE

$45,875.03

$45,875.03

EXPENDITURES
Barrie Miller Well and

Pump

$16,425.00

Barrie Miller Well and

Pump

$1 3,400.00

EJP

$2,096.62

ENDING BALANCE: December 31, 2005

$31,921.62

$13,953.41
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
EPSOM Vn^LAGE DISTRICT WARRANT
To

the Inhabitants of the

State, qualified to vote in

Epsom Village District in the County of Merrimack in
Town affairs:

You are hereby notified to meet at the Water District Building in
Wednesday, the Eighth (8*) day of March, next

at

6:00

said

said

Epsom on

pm of the clock to act upon the

following subjects:

1

To choose a Moderator for the ensuing

2.

To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.

3.

To choose a Treasurer/Secretary for the ensuing year.

4.

To choose a Commissioner for a term of three (3) years.

5.

To hear reports of Agents, Committees

year.

or OfiBcers chosen and to pass any vote

relating thereto.

6.

To see what action the
Budget Committee.

7.

To transact any other business which may be brought before this meeting.

District will take

Given under our hand and
two thousand and six

seal, this

1

.^^
David R. Bird, Commissioner

^ M4,

/

RyKitson, Commissioner
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upon the Budget as submitted by the

1* day of January, in the year of our Lord,

.

.

BUDGET FORM FOR VILLAGE DISTRICTS
WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH

DATE OF MEETING

/pfd/20^ B,

:

VILLAGE DISTRICT:

^P-^Qj^

the Town(s) Of:

^/"SO/^

In

PO OOX

Mailing Address:

/>-^^
,

Phone

C03 -?J^^-S/^<D

#:

^

32:24

^^O^
.County:

/^/^£^//^/9<y

^
/\/// ^s;?^^

Fax#:.

E-Mail:

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1

RSA

32:5 requires

must be held on

this

this

budget

t)e

prepared on a 'gross' basis showing

This budget must be posted with the Village

3.

When

This

Is

all

municipalities.

revenues and appropriations. At least one public hearing

budget.

2.

cleric,

RSA 32:5 applicable to all

District

wan^nt not

later

than the fifteenth day before the day of the meeting.

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Another copy must be placed on

and a copy sent

to the

file

with the village district

Department of Revenue Administration at the address below.

to certify that this budget was posted with the warrant

on the

(date)

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign

in

inlf.

c?'~^c^_

-^

f^^e.^^^^
THIS

-^y^/^^L

^.^^/%^>

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE VILLAGE DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0487

(603)271-3397

MS-37
Rev. 08/05
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OFFICERS OF EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Year Ending June 2005
Moderator

GARY MATTESON
District

Clerk

IRISH MCDONALD
School Board

YEATON
ANDREW TURNBULL
BARBARA DOUGHTY
GORDON ELLIS
VACANT
BILL

Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires

2006
2006
2007
2008
2008

Superintendent of Schools

THOMAS HALEY
Asst. Superintendent of Schools

Business Administrator

DAVID DZIURA

PETER AUBREY
Interim Principal

PATRICK CONNORS
Treasurer

BETH SIRRINE
Auditor

BRENT W. WASHBURN, C.P.A.
Truant Officer

EPSOM POLICE DEPARTMENT
School Nurse

JOAN POZNER
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OFFICIAL BALLOT

EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT
EPSOM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH 14, 2006
Irish

McDonald

School District Clerk

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
TO VOTE,

A.

completely

fill

in the

OVAL to the RIGHT

of your choice

(s), like this:

B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for each

To vote for

C.

a person whose

name is

the line provided and completely

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
For

3

Vote

Years

for

fill

in the

For 2 Years

BARBARA DOUGHTY
WILLIAM YEATON

Vote

for

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

ONE

Fori Year

Vote for ONE

JOE DOWNEY

DAVID GOULET
JANET STICKNEY

fWrite-In)

name on

OVAL.

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

TWO

office.

not printed on the ballot, write the candidate's

TRACEY MINER

(Write-in)

fWrite-In)

fWrite-In)

SCHOOL BOARD TREASURER
Vote

For 3 Years

for

ONE

SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK
For 3 Years

Vote

for

ONE

SCHOOL DISTRICT MODERATOR
For 3 Years

Vote

TRISH MCDONALD

LINDA MARTEL
fWrite-In)

for

ONE

fWrite-In)

rWrite-In)

EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT ARTICLES

ARTICLE

1

:

To

see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not

including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately,
the

amounts

set forth

on

the budget posted with the warrant or as

session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $7,158,933.

amended by vote of the

Should

this article

first

be defeated,

be $6,896,528 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
by previous action of the school district, or by law, or the governing body may hold one
meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised

the operating budget shall

required
special

operating budget only.

[Approval of the proposed School District budget will result in a projected $1.21 per $1,000
increase in the tax rate.

Rejection of the proposed budget will result in a projected $0.62 per

$1,000 increase in the tax rate xmder the Default Budget.]

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval
(Note:
#2, #3,

Warrant Article #1 (operating budget
and #4).

article)
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does not include separate warrant articles

ARTICLE

To

2.

see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the cost items set forth in

the collective bargaining agreement reached between the

Epsom School Board and

the

Epsom

Teachers' Association for the 2006/07, 2007/08, and 2008/09 fiscal years which calls for the

following increase in salaries and benefits:

and

2006/07

$111,469

2007/08

$100,651

2008/09

$106,155

and appropriate

further to raise

this

sum of $1 1 1,469

for the

2006/07

fiscal year,

such sum

representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits agreed to by
the

Epsom

School Board and the

Epsom Teachers'

Association.

[Approval of the collective bargaining agreement will result in a $0.25 per $1,000 increase in the

2006/07 tax

rate.]

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval

ARTICLE

To

3.

see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the cost items set forth in

the collective bargaining agreement reached between the

Support Staff Association for the 2006/07 and 2007/08
increase in salaries

and further to

Epsom School Board and

fiscal

the

Epsom

years which calls for the following

and benefits:

raise

2006/07

$27,595

2007/08

$20,692

and appropriate

this

sum of $27,595

for the

2006/07

fiscal year,

such sum

representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits agreed to by
the

Epsom School Board and the Epsom

Support Staff Association.

[Approval of the collective bargaining agreement will result in a $0.06 per $1,000 increase in the

2006/07 tax

rate.]

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval

ARTICLE 4.
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty five
thousand seventy Dollars ($65,070) for the 2006/07 school year for the purpose of providing bus
transportation to

Epsom

students attending

Pembroke Academy.

[Approval of this article will result in a $0. 15 per $1,000 increase in the tax

rate.]

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval

ARTICLE

5.

To choose Agents and Committees

in relation to

any subjects embraced in the

Warrant.

ARTICLE

6.

To

transact other business that

may

legally

140

come before

said meeting.

.

EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You

are hereby notified to

March, 2006

at 8:00

meet

at the

American Legion

IN

THE TOWN OF EPSOM,

in said District

on the 14th day of

o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:

1

To choose

a Moderator for the ensuing 3 years.

2.

To choose

a Clerk for the ensuing 3 years.

3.

To choose two members of the School Board
for the ensuing

one

one member
member of the School Board

for the ensuing three years,

of the School Board for the ensuing two years and one
year.

4.

To choose a Treasurer

5.

Other School District business previously considered

for the ensuing 3 years.

at the District's Deliberative

Session.

The

polls are to

Given under our hands

open

at 8:00

at said

A.M. and

Epsom

this 13th

will close not earlier than 7:00

day of January, 2006.

Andrew TumbuU, Chair
Barbara Doughty

Gordon

Ellis

William Yeaton

EPSOM SCHOOL BOARD
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P.M.

.

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE
TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You

are hereby notified to

meet

at the

Epsom

TOWN OF EPSOM, QUALIFIED

Central School in said District on the 7th day of

February, 2006 at 6:30 o'clock in the evening to deliberate

upon

the warrant articles below. Voting

on

warrant articles will be conducted by official ballot at the second session scheduled for March 14, 2006
at the

American Legion from 8:00 A.M.
1

To

to 7:00

P.M.

see if the District will vote to raise

and appropriate as an operating budget, not including

appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth

on the budget posted with the warrant or

as

amended by vote of the

first session,

for the purposes

be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$6,896,528 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the
school district, or by law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting in accordance with RSA
40: 1 3, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
set forth therein, totaling

$7,158,933.

Should

this article

I

[Approval of the proposed School District budget will result in a projected $1.21 per $1,000 increase in
the tax rate.

Rejection of the proposed budget will result in a projected $0.62 per $1,000 increase in

the tax rate under the Default Budget.]

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval
(Note: Warrant Article #1 (operating budget article) does not include separate warrant articles #2, #3,

and #4).
2.

To

see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the cost items set forth in the

collective bargaining

agreement reached between the Epsom School Board and the Epsom Teachers'

Association for the 2006/07, 2007/08, and 2008/09 fiscal years which calls for the following increase
in salaries

and

benefits:

2006/07

3.

To

see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the cost items set forth in the

collective bargaining agreement reached between the

Epsom School Board and

the

Epsom Support

Staff Association for the 2006/07 and 2007/08 fiscal years which calls for the following increase in
salaries

and

and further

benefits:

to raise

2006/07

$27,595

2007/08

$20,692

and appropriate

this

sum of $27,595

for the

2006/07

fiscal year,

such

sum

representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits agreed to by the

Epsom School Board and

the

Epsom Support

Staff Association.

[Approval of the collective bargaining agreement will
2006/07 tax rate.]

result in a $0.06 per

$1,000 increase in the

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval
4.

To

see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of

sixty five thousand

seventy Dollars ($65,070) for the 2006/07 school year for the purpose of providing bus transportation
to

Epsom

students attending

[Approval of this

Pembroke Academy.

article will result in a $0.15 per

$1,000 increase in the tax

rate.]

School Board Recommends Approval
Budget Committee Recommends Approval
5.

To choose Agents and Committees

6.

To

transact other business that

Given under our hands and

seal this 13th

may

in relation to

legally

come

any subjects embraced
before said meeting.

day of January, 2006.

Andrew Tumbull,Chair
Barbara Doughty

Gordon

Ellis

William Yeaton

EPSOM SCHOOL BOARD
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in the Warrant.
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EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT

ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT DELIBERATIVE SESSION
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2005
Gary Matteson opens the

deliberative session by

He introduced Joanne
of God Bless America

meeting.
singing

Kitson

who spoke

welcoming everyone who attended tonight's
and followed with the

the Pledge of Allegiance

Gary Matteson, moderator, called upon Tim Riel to introduce the members of the school board
which includes Gordon Ellis, Andrew TumbuU and Karen Keeler. Gary Matteson introduced Jane Fargo
Principal, Patrick Connors Vice Principal, David Dziura Assistant Superintendent, and Trish McDonald
School District Clerk.

Gary discussed the procedures of a deliberative session, there are no time
and any amendments need to be made in writing and presented.

limits,

no voting

at

tonight's meeting

Gary Matteson then introduced Steve Warner who then introduced the Budget Committee which
Andrew TumbuU, David Bird, Larry Yeaton, Joyce Heck, Edward Nutter, Mary Frambach Liaison. Absent were Harvey Harkness and Dorothy Duclos.
included

Moderator read Article
Article 1:

I:

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$6,782,585 FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPPING OF ADDITIONS AND
RENOVATIONS TO THE EPSOM CENTRAL SCHOOL, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
ISSUANCE OF NOT MORE THAN $6,782,585 OF BONDS OR NOTES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RSA
CH. 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO ISSUE AND NEGOTIATE
SUCH BONDS OR NOTES AND DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON;
FURTHER TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE ADDITIONAL SUM OF $172,956 FOR
THE FIRST BOND PAYMENT AND AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO TAKE
ANY OTHER ACTION NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THIS VOTE. SCHOOL BOARD
RECOMMENDS APPROVAL. BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.
(3/5THS MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
Moderator Matteson introduced Frank Catanese of the Building Committee which he
reviewed the site plan of the proposed addition and remodel. The project will take about 18
months to construct and the children will be attending school while imder construction. The
project will include 8

and

installation

of

entrance for security.

$1,000 for the

1''

new

classrooms, larger library and computer rooms,

sprinklers, increased parking with

He

new

visitor

remove asbestos

parking and one main

noted the tax increase amounts for this project which are $0.96 per

year, $3.89 per $1,000 for

2""^

year and $2.34 per $1,000 for the lO'^ year.

Compared to the last 10 year bond the school had, state aid paid 30%. This year, state aid
was increased to 40%. A 10% increase that we may never get again. With the interest rates
low and state aid of 40%, this is a favorable year to do this project. An estimate of students
within the next 10 years, 620-680.
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Where will the remaining fiinds go if not spent and
bond rate set? Frank responded stating that the remaining funds (if any) will go
taxes. The bond rate is a fixed rate for the 10 years and is set at time of borrow.

Citizen question asked by Tracy Miner:

when

the

is

to offset

Citizen question asked by Larry Yeaton:
represent? Frank responds that
is

172,956 amount

the

$6,782,585.
first

don't

What will the total cost be and what is the $172,956
know what the total costs will be. The total cost to

the $6,782,585 and does not include the interest charged to us.

build and remodel
is

we

first

The

year interest payment which needs to be raised separate from the

David diurnal also responds

year, the interest will be budgeted.

to Larry's question stating that each year after the

Andrew TumbuU adds

that the $6,782,585 is the

principal cost of the project.

Citizen question:

How

does the re-evaluation in tovm affect us?

Frank response

everyone's property value doubles, everyone's taxes would be cut in half

is

if

If the value does

not change then the tax rate does not change.

Citizen question:

There have been several discussions regarding

Pembroke Academy.

Will

Epsom

still

have an

AREA

AREA

agreements with

agreement with P.A.?

Don

Harty

responds to question: P.A. will not be big enough for four (4) towns. Pembroke Academy is
controlled 100% by Pembroke. P.A. does not want more than 1,000 children. At some point,
a high school will be an issue for Epsom, possibly Epsom, Chichester and Deerfield could
share a high school.

With an AREA agreement, P.A. cannot kick Epsom out. Is there a
we have to leave P.A.? Dave Dziura answers with there is no time limit
kick Epsom out. Either they add on to P.A. or build a separate school but

Citizen question:

timeline that says

and P.A. caimot

P.A. does not want more than 1,000 students.
Citizens Coimnent: With all the new families and building of new homes, there needs to be a
demographic study done. Back in 19099 there was an architectural report done and they took

some of

Between the census and school reports it roughly figured out to be 6
The bond issue figures 620 with the projected
town population fi'om the information gathered. With this information and the information I
gathered, I do not think this project should go through until further studies are done.
the figures.

students per year entering the school system.

Citizen

Comment:

With

trying to see

what our needs will be

in 10 years fi^om

taking the best information possible fi-om past and current figures, if
students, then

we succeeded

we have

a

now, and
of 640

total

with this project.

Moderator Matteson speaks, hearing no
shown.

fiirther discussion; Article 1 will
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appear on ballot as

Moderator read Article
Article 2:

2:

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE AS AN
OPERATING BUDGET, NOT INCLUDING APPROPRIATIONS BY SPECIAL
WARRANT ARTICLES AND OTHER APPROPRIATIONS VOTED SEPARATELY, THE
AMOUNTS SET FORTH ON THE BUDGET POSTED WITH THE WARRANT OR AS
AMENDED BY VOTE OF THE FIRST SESSION, FOR THE PURPOSES SET FORTH
THEREIN, TOTALING $6,846,918. SHOULD THIS ARTICLE BE DEFEATED, THE
OPERATING BUDGET SHALL BE $6,642,297 WHICH IS THE SAME AS LAST YEAR,
WITH CERTAIN ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED BY PREVIOUS ACTION OF THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT, OR BY LAW, OR THE GOVERNING BODY MAY HOLD ONE
SPECIAL MEETING IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA 40:13, X AND XVI TO TAKE UP
THE ISSUE OF A REVISED OPERATING BUDGET ONLY.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.
RECOMMENDS APPROVAL. (NOTE: WARRANT ARTICLE #2 (OPERATING
BUDGET ARTICLE) DOES NOT INCLUDE SEPARATE WARRANT ARTICLES #1, #3,
AND #4).
TumbuU

Moderator turns the floor over to Andrew

to review budget.

Andrew

points out

major points of the budget:

Page

1,

Line

7

-

Teachers' Salaries

-

Includes pay increases and primary

1^'

grade

teacher

Line

9

-

Title

I

reading costs for two (2) tutors

- no

longer paid out of grant

funds
Salary for four (4) aides

Line

13

Line

24- Cost

-

for

2004/05

249 students attending

-

P. A. next year (budgeted

as students over budget.

year)

34
Line 47
Line 74

-

Supplies/Reading - Grant monies ended
Books/Science - New 6* grade science class
Replace Computers - Annual 4-year computer replacement

Line

81

-

Teachers' Salaries

Line

84

-

Line

Page

2,

-

Summer program for special needs
- for new software

Page

4,

Line 159
Line 170

-

In-Service Training

-

Continue inventory of library books

Page

5,

Line 191

-

Restored school board salaries

Line 192

-

Increase of Secretaries salary

Line 299

-

E.C.S. Administrative services

6,.

Line 254

-

Copier Maintenance, Contracts

7,

Line 274
Line 283

-

Product price increases

-

Other repairs to building/doors

Line 291

-

Fields

Page
Page

Improvement
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210 for

Increase of 21 students for next

- Lease

:

Line 309

Contracted services

-

- High

school transportation (no longer have use

of smaller bus) 77 students

Page
Page

8,

9,

Line 33 1

-

Increase in Health insurance rates and buyouts

Line 356

-

Architect and engineering studies

Line 361

-

Pre-manufactured modular/one time amount

Line 390, 392

&

394 - Column

C & E -

Difference between proposed and

current 8.2%.

Andrew TumbuU
Forecast

also reviewed the School

FY 2005/06 and opened the floor to

Citizen question:

What

the difference

is

Budget Form

FY

2005/06 and Epsom Tax Rate

questions.

between

line

291 and 350 of the budget and why

doesn't the school put dollar figure on the ballot of what the increase of taxes would be.

Andrew Tumbull responds with

line

291

is

for everyday use of grounds

building projects and school board should put dollar figure

on

and

line

350

is

for

ballot.

Andrew Tumbull makes motion
motion.

to add dollar amount to ballot, Frank Catanese seconds
Frank Catanese makes motion to also display the second year highest rate and the

tenth year rate.

Dave Dziura makes aware

the

more years we

predict out, the prediction gets less and less

valid. All in favor.

Citizen questions: If budget does not pass,

what would be included

Andrew Tumbull responds by stating that it would be
cut to come into compliance with the default budget.
Moderator
as is

and

states that Math

in the default budget.

too early to project what will be getting

no further questions or comments. Article 2

to also include tax

impact

will appear

on

ballot

rates.

Moderator read Article 3

Article 3:

IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE COST
ITEMS SET FORTH IN THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT REACHED
BETWEEN THE EPSOM SCHOOL BOARD AND THE EPSOM SUPPORT STAFF
ASSOCIATION FOR THE 2005/06 FISCAL YEAR WHICH CALLS FOR THE
FOLLOWING DECREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS:

TO SEE

2005/06

$12,289

AND FURTHER TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $12,289 FOR THE
2005/06 FISCAL YEAR, SUCH SUM REPRESENTING THE ADDITIONAL COSTS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE INCREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS AGREED TO BY
THE EPSOM SCHOOL BOARD AND THE EPSOM SUPPORT STAFF ASSOCIATION.
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SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS
RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.

APPROVAL.

BUDGET

COMMITTEE

Andrew Tumbull opens with discussion regarding the Epsom Support Staff entered into
negotiations between ESS A and ESB to cover the cost premiums of 3'/2% cost of living
increase. After April 15, they will sit down and come up with a 3-year agreement. ESSA
members would work in the 2005/06 year as in the 2004/05 year amount agreement.
Citizen question:

Why wasn't the 3/4%

Andrew Tumbull responds by

increase put into the budget?

stating they

have only come up with a

tentative 3 -year

agreement.
Citizen Question: Larry Yeaton does not like the language for which this article

David Dziura responds

Yeaton' s question stating that the wording

to Larry

is

is

presented.

necessary.

Sabrina Matteson makes motion to change the wording "....to raise and appropriate the" to
"... .to raise

and appropriate

this:

Frank Catanese seconds.

Moderator says hearing no
ballot as

Moderator read Article
Article 4:

fiirther

questions and comments. Article 3 will appear on the

amended.
4:

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
SEVENTY-TWO THOUSAND SEVENTY-ONE ($72,071) DOLLARS AS A DEFICIT
APPROPRIATION FOR THE 2004/05 SCHOOL YEAR FOR UNANTICIPATED HIGH
SCHOOL TUITION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION COSTS.
Tim

Riel states that this Article also includes special needs and if this article does not pass,

there could possibly be a lay off of teachers or

Citizen question:

What happens

if

we

end school year

early.

appropriate $72,000 and only use $50,000, what will

we do with the remaining money?
Tim

Riel replies that any

Citizen question:

money

The way the

left

over will go to the town to offset taxes of project.

article reads,

for special education?
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how much

for high school tuition

and

how much

is high school tuition. The budget is not a fixed
The best estimate is a down fall of $72,000. The other
of the budget have already been cut and 50-60 budget items have gone up or down.

Andrew Tumbull responds with most of this
document,
lines

Citizen

it is

a

work

in progress.

Comment: What money does

not get used,

would

like to see

remaining go towards

catastrophic aid?

David Dziura

replies that

whatever money does not get used,

it

automatically goes towards

catastrophic aid every year.

Citizen question:

What

is

not clear

is

that these costs

have been occurred? Can the language

be changed?

Gary Matteson states

that this is restricted

Citizen question: Is this

Andrew Tumbull

all

language and only dollar amounts can change.

new unanticipated citizens coming

replies stating that this is the

same problem

with the head count for incoming students. Can happen

Moderator
ballot as

Article 6:

no

further questions or

the building committee

any time.

had

is

We don't know for sure.

comments. Article 4

will appear

on

the

is.

Moderator read Article
Articles:

states hearing

at

in?

5:

TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES
EMBRACED IN THIS WARRANT.

IN

RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS

TO TRANSACT OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID
MEETING.
Also Article 5 and Article 6 will appear on ballot even though no vote required.

The Moderator concluded and adjourned

the meeting at 9:25 P.M., Thursday, February 10, 2005.

Respectfully submitted,
Trish McDonald, Clerk
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The following

is

the result of the

March

8,

2005 vote of the School

SCHOOL BOARD FOR THREE YEARS
Gordon
Brian

District

of Epsom,

(Vote for not more than

New Hampshire:

TWO)

679 votes
585 votes

Ellis

McCormack

SCHOOL BOARD FOR ONE YEAR (Vote for not more than ONE)
Bill

Yeaton

22 votes

Diane Lewis
Virginia

12 votes

Drew

1 1

votes

ARTICLES:
Article

1

:

THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPPING OF ADDITIONS AND
RENOVATIONS TO THE EPSOM CENTRAL SCHOOL, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
ISSUANCE OF NOT MORE THAN $6,782,585 OF BONDS OR NOTES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RSA
CH. 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO ISSUE AND NEGOTIATE
SUCH BONDS OR NOTES AND DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON;
FURTHER TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE ADDITIONAL SUM OF $172,956 FOR
THE FIRST BOND PAYMENT AND AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO TAKE
ANY OTHER ACTION NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THIS VOTE.

TO SEE

IF

$6,782,585

SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS APPROVAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL
(3/5THS

MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)

[APPROVAL OF THE PROPOSED BOND ARTICLE WILL RESULT IN A PROJECTED
PER $1,000 INCREASE IN THE TAX RATE FOR 2005/06 (YEAR OF LOWEST
ANNUAL TAX RATE IMPACT) AND A $3.89 PER $1,000 PROJECTED INCREASE IN
2006/07 (YEAR OF HIGHEST ANNUAL TAX RATE IMPACT), 2015/16 (FINAL YEAR
OF BOND PAYMENTS) WOULD SEE A $2.34 PER $1,000 PROJECTED TAX RATE
$0.96

INCREASE.]

YES

Article 2:

NO

430

TO SEE

5

1

IF THE DISTRICT RAISE AND APPROPRIATE AS AN OPERATING
BUDGET, NOT INCLUDING APPROPRIATIONS BY SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES
AND OTHER APPROPRIATIONS VOTED SEPARATELY, THE AMOUNTS SET
FORTH ON THE BUDGET POSTED WITH THE WARRANT OR AS AMENDED BY
VOTE OF THE FIRST SESSION, FOR THE PURPOSES SET FORTH THEREIN,
TOTALING $6,846,918? SHOULD THIS ARTICLE BE DEFEATED, THE OPERATING
BUDGET SHALL BE $6,642,297 WHICH IS THE SAME AS LAST YEAR, WITH
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CERTAIN ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED BY PREVIOUS ACTION OF THE SCHOOL
OR BY LAW, OR THE GOVERNING BODY MAY HOLD ONE SPECIAL
MEETING IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA 40:13, X AND XVI TO TAKE UP THE ISSUE
OF A REVISED OPERATING BUDGET ONLY.
DISTRICT,

[APPROVAL OF THE PROPOSED SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET WILL RESULT IN A
PROJECTED $0.94 PER $1,000 INCREASE IN THE TAX RATE. REJECTION OF THE
PROPOSED BUDGET WILL RESULT IN A PROJECTED $0.20 PER $1,000 DECREASE
IN THE TAX RATE UNDER THE DEFAULT BUDGET.] (THE SCHOOL BOARD AND
BUDGET COMMITTEE BOTH RECOMMEND APPROVAL OF THIS ARTICLE.)
(NOTE: WARRANT ARTICLE #2 (OPERATING BUDGET ARTICLE) DOES NOT
INCLUDE SEPARATE WARRANT ARTICLES #1, #3 AND #4).

YES
Article 3:

NO

437

•507

TO SEE IF TH DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE COST
ITEMS SET FORTH IN THE COLLECTFVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT REACHED
BETWEEN THE EPSOM SCHOOL BOARD AND THE EPSOM SUPPORT STAFF
ASSOCIATION FOR THE 2005/06 FISCAL YEAR WHICH CALLS FOR THE
FOLLOWING INCREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS:
2005/06

$12,289

AND FURTHER TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THIS SUM OF $12,289 FOR THE
2005/06 FISCAL YEAR, SUCH SUM REPRESENTING THE ADDITIONAL COSTS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE INCREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS AGREED TO BY
THE EPSOM SCHOOL BOARD AND THE EPSOM SUPPORT STAFF ASSOCIATION.
[APPROVAL OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WILL RESULT IN
A $0.07 PER $1,000 INCREASE IN THE TAX RATE.) (THE SCHOOL BOARD AND
BUDGET COMMITTEE BOTH RECOMMEND APPROVAL OF THIS ARTICLE.)
YESArticle 4:

NO

549

389

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
SEVENTY-TWO THOUSAND SEVENTY-ONE $72,071) DOLLARS AS A DEFICIT
APPROPRIATION FOR THE 2004/05 SCHOOL YEAR FOR UNANTICIPATED HIGH
SCHOOL TUITION AND SPECL\L EDUCATION COSTS.
[APPROVAL OF THE DEFICIT A PPROPRIATION WILL RESULT IN A $0.40 PER
INCREASE IN THE TAX RATE.] (THE SCHOOL BOARD AND BUDGET
COMMITTEE BOTH RECOMMEND APPROVAL OF THIS ARTICLE.)
$1,000

YES

NO

509
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Articles:

TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES
EMBRACES IN THE WARRANT.

IN

RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS

NO VOTE REQUIRED
Article 6:

TO TRANSACT OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID
MEETING.

NO VOTE REQUIRED
Respectfully submitted,
Trish

McDonald, Clerk
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Epsom

School District

Principal's

Annual Report

In July, I moved from the
Mr. Rich Dougherty, a junior high
English teacher, took over the assistant principal responsibilities for the year. Our team approach is focused on
students growing into lifelong leamers. The E.C.S. faculty and staff strive to continuously strengthen our
coimections with students through our school theme, "Epsom Cares- Choices that are Appropriate Responsible

The 2005/06 school year has involved a few changes

at

Epsom

Central School.

position of assistant principal to assume the role of interim principal.

,

,

Excellent and Safe ."
,

Epsom

Our individual Star Reading
The Northwest Evaluation Association

Central School has completed numerous assessment tests so far this year.

scores are used to properly place students at the appropriate

(N.W.E.A.)

test

was given

to

book

level.

determine a baseline for growth in mathematics and reading over the next year and

The third assessment of the fall was the New England Common Assessment
Program, referred to as N.E.C.A.P. This took place over a three-week period in October for students in grades
three through eight. Each student had three mathematics sections and three reading sections, along with the
fifth and eighth grade students having two additional writing segments. These scores will be available from the
New Hampshire Department of Education in February of 2006. Many curriculum changes have taken place to
incorporate grade level expectations, GLEs, to ensure that all Epsom Central School students are familiar with
to review growth

from

last year.

the tri-state educational frameworks.
I and Special Education programs
These students worked together imder the theme of camping while practicing
reading, writing, and mathematics skills. Part of the program funding came from grant money, with the other

Summer

school involved 37 students participating in both the Title

throughout the month of July.
portion

was paid through

the budget.

police department has continued the community relations Police Collaborative this year bringing Sergeant
Brian Michael and Officer Cory Krochmal into the school on weekly basis, as well as continuing their
involvement in activities such as the PTO Spring Carnival. Personal safety is the number one priority along

The

with respect, peer interactions, and the proper use of emergency telephone numbers.
appreciate the help offered by the Epsom Police Department.
Last year our Comprehensive School Reform grant ended after a three-year period.
ceased, our objective, to introduce and teach literacy

kindergarten and
the

CSRD

grant,

first

continues.

We

staff

and students

Although the funding has

recently held our literacy nights in

Reader family night for grades two through five. With
and for the classroom libraries. We have
host evening programs for families and school reading celebrations.

grade, as well as the Accelerated

we have

purchased

also enjoyed the opportunity to

If

skills,

The

new books

for our school library

you have any questions about the programs above, or

please call the school at 736-933 1
Patrick Connors

Interim Principal
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are interested in another school project or activity,

EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRADUATION CLASS OF 2005
Michael Magoon
Benjamin Normand Malo
Kayla Elizabeth Manning

Christopher Michael Allen

Stephanie

M. Allen

Jeffrey Alves

Sergei

Aube

Marco

J.

Martino

Maurice Joshua Bard
Kescia Lee Beaudoin

Patrick Sean

Jacob Ryan Belanger

Vincent Daniel Miranda

Timothy Charles Carr-Ciavola
Kyle John Carty
James F. Christie
Shannon Coffey
Jonathan Michael Coimbra

Vanessa L. A. Moniz
Conrad W. Moriglioni

McCormack
Megan Elizabeth Merrill

J. Moulton
Brooke Elyse Murray
Devin M. Noel
Lynn Marie Noonan

Kaitlyn

Nicole Elizabeth Collins

Owen

Kaitlin Ashley Cote

Scott K.

Rebecca Anne Cummings
Rebecca Cushing
Carol- Anne Davidson

Alex Jacob Peperl

Brianna Demers

Jason L. Policy

Jennifer Marie Desiderio

Marc Robert Racine
Jennifer Lynn Reeves
Brittany Lynne Roberts

Daniel Philbrook

Corey Michael Pinsonneault

Charissa Joy Elwell

Zach Gagnon
Derek Gates

Elena Teresa Sanders
Heather R. Shipley

Ashley Gloria Lorraine Gelinas
Jessica Lynne Genest
Cory P. Girard

Julie Elizabeth

Skeen

Dean Michael Smith

Stephanie A. Gosselin

Robert Tisbert

Ionia Hanks

Daniel

Chris Hanson

Douglas Andrew
Davon Turner

Jerry Robert

Stephanie

Jamagin

Ann Jones

Daniel Jacob

KroU

Lamb

Kristina

TumbuU

Luke M. Underwood
Sara J. Underwood

James Stewart Kilian
Kayla Ryann

M. Todd

John Wagstaff
Emma Walker
Erika Shelby Whitcomb

Kay Longley

James Zimmerman
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EPSOM TEACHER ROSTER
2004/05

TEACHER'S NAME

SALARY

DEGREE

YEARS EXP.

Jr.

High Math/Science

Allen Janet

43,546.00

BA

24

Jr.

High

Bauer, Lisa

44,525.00

18

SUBJECT
Social Studies

Amy

31.351.00

BA+15
BA+15

Shannon

29,305.00

BA

1

Bryant, Lori

47,257.00

MA

16

Grade 5 Teacher

Beauchesne,

Kindergarten Teacher

Bentzler,

Kindergarten Teacher

4

Foreign Language Teacher

Cato, Heather

27,277.00

BA

Language Arts Teacher

Conway, Kathleen

37,465.00

Grade 3 Teacher

Damello, Cynthia

45,527.00

BA+30
BA+30

DeLorle, Jacqueline

48,675.00

MA+15

14

Donovan, Robin

38,097.00

10

Dougherty, Richard

45,527.00

Linda

45,527.00

BA+15
BA+30
BA+30

MA
MA

13

BA+30
BA+15

7

Jr.

High Math Teacher

Grade 3 Teacher
Jr.

High Language Arts

Grade 5 Teacher

Elliott,

Instructional Facilitator

Goulet, Karen

47,257.00

Music Teacher

Graichen, Alison

29,602.00

Lee, Scott

36,033.00

Jr.

High

Social Studies

1

8

22

15
19

1

Grade 2 Teacher

Lesieur,

Grade 3 Teacher

Lombard!, Kathleen

37,259.00

Grade 4 Teacher

Martin, Paul

48,675.00

Grade 3 Teacher

May, Darcy

Grade

Mondello, Ross

27,277.00

BA
MA+15
BA
BA

Physical Education Teacher

Nase, Brian

45,527.00

BA+30

13

Multi-Grade Elementary

Ortisi,

27,277.00

BA
MA+15

12

Jr.

1

Teacher

High SS/ELA

Grade

1

Teacher

Grade 4 Teacher

Lynn

44,525.00

L.O.A.

Jennifer

18
9

16
6
1

1

Patterson, Steven

46,814.00

Rieger, Marie

42,042.00

MA

10

Rowe, Francine

44,525.00

BA+15

28

48,675.00

MA+15

14

Rebecca

47,257.00

31

Grade 2 Teacher

Severance, Jamie

47,257.00

MA
MA

Grade

Snell, Judith

45,527.00

BA+30

23

Jr.

High Science Teacher

Roy, Darlene

Jr.

High Math Teacher

Saulnier,

5

Teacher

13

Grade 4 Teacher

Strano, Lisa

30,779.00

MA

2

Art Teacher

Teune, Joann

33,147.00

6

Grade 2 Teacher
Jr.

High Science Teacher

Grade

1

Teacher

Valley, Linda

41,881.00

BA
BA

Verity, Carol

37,402.00

MA

7

Young, Sheree

30,661.00

BA
BA
MA+30
BA

4

Life Skills Teacher

Grenier, Debbie

29,489.00

Special Education Teacher

Meehan, Elizabeth
Rousseau, Joy

46,375.00

Special Education Teacher
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29,489.00

12

3
1

3

Special Education Teacher

REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July
Cash on Hand July 1, 2004
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Received from Other Sources

1,

2004 to June 30, 2005
$

1,853,717.91

287.926.67

TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total

Amount Available

120,597.41

$ 4,383,323.00

6.524.967.58

for Fiscal

Year

6,645,564.99
6.422.092.33

Less for School Board Orders Paid

BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 2005

$

223,472.66

As Summarized from the Records

Of the District Treasurer

STATISTICAL REPORT
Half day in Session
Total Enrollment

Percent of Attendance

Average Daily Attendance

DISTRICTS' SHARE OF SAU

360
582
95.9

535.8

EPSOM SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUMMARY REPORT
SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES/REVENUES

In accordance with

RSA

32: 11 -a, the following

summary

represents actual special education

expenditures and offsetting revenues for the previous two fiscal years.

Actual Expenditures

FY 2003/04

FY 2004/05

$1,130,389

$1,208,556

Actual Revenues
Catastrophic Aid

33,197

$

73,127

Medicaid

26,188

14,494

Federal Grant

63,426

90,333

2.906

424

Tuition

Total Offsetting Revenues

Notes: •

$

Actual expenditures represent a
categories.

$

$ 125,717

total

of

all

178,378

designated special education budget

Services provided through regular education categories

caimot be

accurately segregated.

•

Adequate Education Aid paid

in both fiscal years

above contained various weighted
These cannot be

stipends for those students identified as having special needs.

accurately identified as a separate revenue category.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
During the past ten years, two very influential books on educating high school students have
throughout the United States. These books, Breakins Ranks:
Changing an American Institution (1996) and Breaking Ranks II: Strategies for Leadins High

attracted a significant following

School Reform (2004), have offered a blueprint for re-design intended to create schools that
successfully prepare students for the radically different world they will encounter during the twentyfirst

century.

Rather than review and critique the status-quo, these documents offer detailed action

plans and specific strategies which have proven to be "best practices" in assisting students to

achieve high educational standards.

Ranks study are that high schools must form
working relationships among educators, parents and the
greater community to identify and reach consensus on what is truly important for every student to
know and be able to do, that a school culture must be created where every student is known and
feels connected, invested, and valued, and that educational standards should be based upon the
expectations and demands of the real world.

The

basic recommendations of the Breaking

collaborative philosophical and practical

For example, many of us recall classrooms where the teacher, stationed in front of the room,
At each lesson's

delivered information to a largely passive group of students seated in neat rows.

conclusion,

Now

we were

given

greater emphasis

is

tests

which emphasized our

ability to retain

and repeat that information.

placed on students' completion of projects which involve both individual

and group work and offer real-world learning challenges. The intention is that students become
active participants and share in the responsibility for their own learning as they try new ideas and
approaches to solve a problem, combine their strengths with those of their peers, and clearly
demonstrate their engagement in and mastery of the assignment.

Pembroke Academy, the A.R.E.A. high school serving the vast majority of Epsom's high school
Breakins Ranks as its guiding document for the past several years. Pembroke
Academy's faculty and administration have worked diligently to create a curriculum that is studentcentered and focused on providing an in-depth understanding of essential concepts and skills and to
ensure a climate dedicated to each student's growth and success. These efforts have resulted in
steadily improving test scores and, more importantly, in the graduation of young women and men
who exemplify the best attributes of the community and will become successful, contributing
students, has used

citizens.

Breakins Ranks while by no means a guarantee of success, has offered Pembroke Academy a
plan for educating Epsom's high school students. I invite you
learn more about the tenets of the Breaking Ranks strategies, which have been endorsed by
,

detailed, thoughtfiil £ind sustainable
to

leading

educational

organizations

including

the

National

Association of Secondary

School

Hampshire Association of School Principals and the New Hampshire
Department of Education, and to contact Pembroke Academy to see these strategies put into action.
Principals,

the

New

Respectfully Submitted,

Thomas Haley
Superintendent of Schools
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #53

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE

UNIT #53

BUDGET

2006/07
Estimated Revenues

Number Description
Account
770
Unreserved Fund Balance, June

30, 2005.

47.681.00

LOCAL REVENUE EXCLUSIVE OF DISTRICT SHARE

1000

Tuition/Transportation

TOTAL REVENUES

Estimated Expenditures
Function

i

1,399,581.00
$

1,447,262.00

Brent W. Washburn, CPS, Prof. Assoc.
64 Hooksett Turnpike Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301-8400

REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL
REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
December

18,

2005

The School Board

Epsom School

District

Epsom, New Hampshire
have audited the financial statements of Epsom School District as of and for the year ended June
and have issued my report thereon dated December 18, 2005.
conducted my audit in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the
I

30, 2005,

I

standards applicable to financial audits contained
Comptroller General of the United States.
Internal Control

in

Government Auditing Standards, issued by the

Over Financial Reporting

my

audit,
considered the Epsom School District's internal control over
determine my auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing my
opinion on the financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial
reporting.
My consideration of the internal control over financial reporting would not necessary
disclose all matters in the internal control that might be material weaknesses. A material weakness is
a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one of more of the internal control
components does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that misstatements caused by error or
fraud in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited may
occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions.
noted no matters involving the internal control over financial reporting and
its operation that
consider to be material weaknesses.
In

planning and performing

I

financial reporting in order to

I

I

Compliance and Other Matters

As

part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Epsom School District's financial
statements are free of material misstatements,
performed tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants, non-compliance with which could have a direct
and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an
opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of my audit, and accordingly, do
not express such an opinion. The results of my tests disclosed no instances of non-compliance that
are required to be reported under Government Auditing Standards.
I

I

This report is intended for the information and use of the audit committee, management, others within
the organization, School Board, and federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

extend my thanks to the officials and employees of the
during the course of my audit.
I

Epsom School

Brent
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District for their

W. Washburn, CPA

assistance

EPSOM CENTRAL SCHOOL
NURSE/GUIDANCE REPORT
2005

Student visits to the health office during the school year are for various issues including first aid,
counseling and social issues. Screenings continue in the areas of vision and hearing. These

illness, health

screenings result in appropriate treatment and early recognition of potential deficits as they relate to
learning and development. Other screening programs consist of scoliosis, blood pressure, pediculosis

and nutritional assessments. The nurse

is

involved with weekly meetings as a

Assistance Team, with the focus on the educational needs of our students.
the Crisis Intervention

member of

The nurse

is

the Student

also a

member of

Team.

Financial assistance fi-om the School Nurse Student Health Association continues to be available for
whose families would otherwise find these expenses a

students with emergency medical or dental needs

hardship. These are private fiinds secured through the cooperation of the

Bank of New Hampshire,

Suncook Branch, and supported through several local businesses and organizations throughout the
school districts of Epsom, Pembroke, Allenstown and Hooksett. Their continued support of this program
is greatly appreciated. The efforts of the Epsom-Chichester Lions Club are also greatly appreciated as
they, too are an integral part of our resource system for those families in need of support. Lenscrafters of
Concord, NH, as well as Wal-Mart Optometry have assisted many families in need of vision care. We
thank them for their continued support. Any family who finds themselves in a housing crisis is
encouraged to call the health office and speak to the nurse. Confidential counseling and referral
assistance will be offered.

All of our students are properiy immunized according to the
regulations

and

all

New Hampshire Board of Immunization

are in compliance with state regulations.

A very special thank you is extended to the Epsom Rescue Squad, Fire Department and Police
Department for always being there for the children of Epsom and for all they do to teach the children
about safety in school and at home. Comprehensive health education continues for all students with the
focus on encouraging the students to take responsibility for themselves and others.
American Heart Association CPR, AED and First Aid certification opportimities were offered to
At this writing we have 20 staff members who are CPR/AED certified and 12 who are First
Aid certified. We thank the Cigna Healthcare/SchoolCare program for supporting health educational
and wellness programs and Healthy Achievers who, along with Cigna, sponsored a flu shot clinic for

the staff.

employees.
Several small social skills groups that focus on social skills including friendship, impulsivity, anger
and behavior management, were offered on the primary and intermediate levels. Individual counseling
occurs on an as needed basis for all age levels. And all children, grades 2-5, are offered the opportunity
to eat lunch with the guidance counselor through a sign-up program. Junior High students simply make
an appointment to do the same.
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Epsom

C.A.R.E.S. (which stands for Choices, Appropriate, Respect/Responsible, Excellence and

Safety) continues to be supported in a variety of ways.

For example. Project Wisdom begins each
wisdom from famous people along with a

school day over the intercom with students reading words of

It always ends with "Make it a great day or not, the choice is yours." The
guidance bulletin board in the main hallway will be focusing on Respect: Honoring Others, Honoring
Self and feature different students who have been nominated by their teachers for demonstrating this

daily character challenge.

character

trait.

Students in grades one through four were entertained and informed about pedestrian

robot, from the New Hampshire Department of Transportation. All
were provided information from the Merrimack County Juvenile Diversion Program
on the legal implications of certain behaviors such as drug abuse, theft, and harassment and the
importance of not giving in to peer pressure. They also received instruction in portions of the BullyProof curriculum by Maijorie Watters from the Rape and Domestic Violence Center in Concord. The
eighth grade students participated in a Step-Up Day at Pembroke Academy which is designed to help

safety

by Capt. SMYLE, a talking

sixth grade students

them transition

in to high school.

For the third year Epsom Central School was awarded a Safe and Drug Free Schools (Title IV)
The following are activities which were made possible by fimding from the grant. TIGER
(Theater Integrating Guidance Education with Responsibility) from Plymouth State University
entertained our students, grades K-5 with a program on friendship. Following the performance actors
went in to classrooms, grades three through five, to help students process the messages implicit in the
show such as trust, acceptance, inclusion, giving and respect. A faculty study group read Real Boys a
book about raising boys in today's world. The book is based on research at Harvard Medical School and
Grant.

,

emphasizes the need to recognize and support the true feelings of boys rather than the conventions
society places on them.
Faculty and parent trainings in Working With Challenging Children was
presented by Jack Agati, a nationally recognized expert in education and behavior. Thirty or more
parents came out, in the evening, to hear Jack's messages of conmion sense presented in a most
entertaining and humorous way.
We hope to provide more parent training sessions in the fixture.
Through the grant we are also starting a Parent Resource Library where parents will be able to borrow
books, videos, and DVD's 's from the guidance office to help them with the daunting challenge of
raising children in a very

complex world.

All of our programs have been successfiil as a result of the caring and cooperation of the faculty,

support
the

staff,

volunteers and

Epsom School Board and

community based organizations.
Superintendent

Thomas Haley,

Principal, Patrick Connors, our Assistant Principal,

volimteers

who have

We

appreciate the continued support of

Assistant Superintendent

Richard Dougherty, as well as the

assisted us this year.

Respectfiilly submitted,

Joan Pozner, R.N.
School Nurse

Carolyn Puffer
Guidance Counselor
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Dave Dziura, our

many

parents and

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

SELECTMEN

